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Abstract
The motivation for this study was to further characterize a relatively new hightemperature polymer for application as a matrix resin for carbon fiber composites.
The two primary questions addressed in this study dealt with the structural and
chemical changes occurring in these polymers on exposure to high temperature.
To investigate the structural changes in the heat-treated samples, a positron
annihilation lifetime spectrometer was designed, built and optimized. Because the
lifetime of a positron in a material reflects the electronic structure of the material
in which it annihilates, measurements by positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
can be used to investigate changes in a material at the Angstrom leveL The results
of applying this technique indicate that positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy is
able to detect microstructural changes in these heat-treated polymers.
In order to study the chemical changes occurring in these polymers during
heat treatment, an array of solid state analytical techniques was applied. These
techniques included Differential Scanning Calorimetry, Elemental Analysis, Thermogravimetric and Thermo-mechanical analyses, Fourier Transform Infrared, 13 C Cross
Polarization Nuclear ~[agnetic Resonance, Electron Spin Resonance, and Dynamic
Nuclear Polarization. The results of applying these techniques provide previously
unavailable data into the chemical structures of these polymers before and after heat
treatment. Additionally, the presence of stable free radicals in the polymer samples
both before and after heat treatment was confirmed and the origin and location of
these free radicals is proposed.

xiv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation
\Vith the advent of new aircraft and electronic technologies, there is an in-

creasing demand for high performance materials with excellent thermo-mechanical
and high thermo-oxidative properties. Applications such as advanced aircraft engines
require strong, lightweight materials that are resistant to degradation at temperatures greater than 300

oc in an oxygen

atmosphere [1]. In the electronics industry,

new materials which undergo minimal volume changes on exposure to high temperatures are needed [2). Carbon fiber reinforced composites with polymer matrices are
candidate materials for these applications because of their light weight, high strength
and stiffness, and low coefficient of thermal expansion. The thermo-mechanical and
thermo-oxidative properties of the carbon fibers are superior to those of most polymer materials; thus, the polymer resin dictates the properties of the composite and
its potential applications. A new family of high performance crosslinked polyimides
shows promise as matrix resins for these applications. LaRC™ RP46 polyimides
undergo thermallyinduced crosslinking, resulting in materials with excellent thermo-

2
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mechanical and thermo-oxidative properties. Figure 1.1 (1] shows some applications
of LaRCTM RP46 polyimide/carbon-fiber composites in an aircraft engine.
eCOMPRESSGR SHROUDS

elfTBIMBIATE CASE FANCG
eNOmE STATIC STRUCTURE

Figure 1.1: Current (filled circles) and potential (open circles) applications of
LaRC™ RP46 polyimide/carbon fiber composites in aircraft engines.

To optimize the production and application of LaRCTM RP46 polyimide composite materials, it is necessary to understand the process of crosslinking and its effects
on the material properties of LaRCTM RP46. Many common materials such as proteins, gelatin, and rubber owe their unique physical properties to their crosslinked
structures. Intermolecular covalent bonding at reactive chemical sites on the polymer chain produces a three-dimensional molecular network, as illustrated in Figure
1.2, resulting in changes in the chemical structure and in the packing of the molecular chains. These changes at the molecular level can have profound effects on the
macroscopic properties of the crosslinked material. For example, crosslinking between
neighboring polymer chains hinders the onset of molecular motion, causing a substantial increase in the glass-to-rubber transition temperature and an increased resistance
to thermal degradation. Changes in the packing of the molecular chains affect mechanical properties such as strength and thermal expansion. Thus crosslinking can
result in improved thermo-oxidative and thermo-mechanical properties.

3
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Temps> 300 C

,,

R

Polymer Body

-Q Crosslinking Endgroup
'

Figure 1.2: Schematic of crosslinking between polymer chains to form a 3-dimensional
molecular network.

4
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1.2

Overview
In order to study the effects of crosslinking on these materials, a series of

LaRCn.-r RP46 crosslinked polyimides was synthesized with a variety of formulated
molecular weights between the crosslinking sites, resulting in a series of polyimides
with different crosslinking densities. To isolate the effect of the crosslinking endgroup.
the analogous non-crosslinking polymer was also synthesized. The crosslinking density of the polyimides continues to increase on exposure to heat treatment, so the
crosslinking density was also varied by heating the polyimides in air at 3l6°C for
up to 250 hours. In order to study the effects of long term heat treatment in air,
representative polyimides with selected formulated molecular weights were exposed
to extended heat treatment for up to 2000 hours.
An array of solid state techniques has been applied to characterize the chemical and packing changes which occur during heat treatment which causes crosslinking
in LaRCT.\.J R.P46 polyimides. The results of thermal analyses including Differential Scanning Calorimetry, Thermo-mechanical and Thermo-gravimetric analysis are
given in Chapters 3, 7,and 8.

l

3

C Cross Polarization Magic Angle Spinning Xu-

clear \Iagnetic Resonance and Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy results are
reported in Chapter 8 along with results from Electron Spin Resonance and Dynamic
Nuclear Polarization techniques. These results are applied to elucidate the chemical
changes during crosslinking and extended heat treatment. To study changes in the
packing of the molecular chains, a Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectrometer has
been built, optimized, and applied to study these systems. The spectrometer design
is described in Chapter 5 along with the results of its application to standard materials. Positron spectroscopy results on a series of various formulated molecular weight
samples subjected to increasing lengths of heat treatment are given in Chapter 6.
Many studies of the crosslinking mechanism in similar polyimide materials

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

have been reported over the last three decades ( (3], (4], (5] for example). However, such studies are extremely difficult because even partially crosslinked polyimides are intractable and insoluble, precluding the use of liquid state analytical techniques. Changes in the microstructure and packing of the molecular chains caused by
crosslinking are equally difficult to quantify because the high rigidity and stiffness of
these crosslinked polyimides precludes the use of conventional rheological techniques .
.-\dditionally, crosslinked materials are amorphous, so techniques which rely on crystalline order such as X-ray diffraction cannot be applied. The difficulties that arise in
studying these systems have left many question unanswered about thermally induced
crosslinking in this type of polyimide. The research reported in this thesis attempts
to address many of these questions for LaRCTM RP46 polyimides.

6
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Chapter 2
Experimental
2.1

Materials
LaRCT.\f RP46 polyimides were prepared from the monomer reactants shown in

Figure 2.1. The crosslinked polyimides were synthesized in two successive steps from
3,4'-oxydianiline (3,4'-0DA), the dimethyl ester of 3,3',4,4'-benzophenone tetracarboxylic acid (BTDE) and the monomethyl ester of 5-norbornene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid
(NE). Both 3,4'-0DA and BTDE are bifunctional, reacting at both ends of the
monomers. NE is monofunctional and acts as an endcap for the reaction by preventing further addition of monomer reactants to the polymer chain. The formulated
molecular weights between the crosslinking ~E endcaps are varied from 1100 to 21,000
g/mol by selecting the appropriate ratio of BTDE to ODA toNE. For example, for a
formulated molecular weight of 1500 gfmol between the crosslinking NE endcaps, the
ratio BTDE:ODA:NE is 2.07:3.07:2.0 monomer units. The amounts of each monomer
reactant and the resulting formulated molecular weights are listed in Table 2.1.

7
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BTDE

NE

OCH,
OH

LaRC™ RP46 Prepolymer

&1
Crosslinked LaRcTM RP46

BTDE

3,4'-0DA

m[ ~N~s~] +m[~c :

0

OCH,l
OH

0

&l~~OH

~~N~
Linear LaRC™ RP46
Figure 2.1: Synthesis of LaRCTM RP46 crosslinking polyimides and the analogous
noncrosslinking polyimide. The value of n determines the formulated molecular
weight. The value of m for the noncrosslinking polyimide is large.
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Table 2.1: Synthesis parameters for LaRC TM RP46 polyimides having different formulated molecular weights as prepared for this study. The pressure in the table refers
to the pounds/square inch used for compression molding.
Molecular ~Veight
(g/mol)
1100
1500
3000
5000
7000
9000
11,000
13,000
15,000
17,000
19,000
21,000
linear

n
(mol)
1.25
2.07
5.15
9.27
13.38
17.49
21.60
25.71
29.82
33.94
:38.05
42.16
~/A

ODA
(g)
40.940
41.000
41.082
41.115
-H.129
41.137
-!1.142
-!1.145
-!1.148
41.150
-!1.151
41.153
-!1.170

BTDE
(g)
43.862
53.337
68.099
71.595
73.830
75.071
75.861
76.408
76.810
77.116
77.358
77.555
79.427

~E

(g)
35.666
26.155
13.077
7.846
5.605
4.359
3.567
3.018
2.615
2.308
2.065
1.868
0.000

Pressure
(kpsi)
0.7
1.5
1.8
2.0
2.7
3.3
3.3
3.6
4.0
-t4
5.0
5.6
6.0

The polymerization reaction was carried out at room temperature in methanol.
The BTDE reactant is composed of equal weights of solid BTDA and methanol mixed
together in solution. The solid 3,4'-0DA and the solid :--IE were weighed out along
with equal weights of methanol. The solid 3,-!'-0DA and all of the weighed-out
methanol were added to the BTDE solution and the mixture was stirred until all
of the solid dissolved. The solid NE was then added and the resulting mixture was
again stirred until all of the solid dissolved. For the noncrosslinking polyimide, the
synthesis was the same except that the NE reactant was not added.
For all of the polyimides prepared, the majority of the methanol solvent was
driven off by heating at 60°C under vacuum. The resulting sludge-like material was
heated at 250°C for 2 hours to drive off the remaining solvent and to form an imidized

9
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low molecular weight prepolymer. At this point, the material has the form shown in
Figure 2.1 and has not yet undergone any crosslinking.
The value of n in the oligomer in Figure 2.1 indicates the number of repeat units
between the endcapping groups and thus determines the density of crosslinking. As
the value of n increases, the crosslinking density decreases. The body of the polymer
consists primarily of aromatic rings and carbonyls which are stable against thermal
degradation to temperatures greater than 300 °C. The endgroups consist of a highly
strained bridged alicyclic ring which is unstable at temperatures greater than 300
°C. Thus, at temperatures around 300

oc,

the endcap undergoes chemical reactions

which result in crosslinking between neighboring polymer chains, while the body of
the polymer is expected to remain intact.
This oligomeric material was ground with a mortar and pestle to a fine powder in preparation for compression-molding. Approximately 50g of this fine powder
was put in a stainless steel mold between two Kapton sheets which prevented the
polymerized material from adhering to the mold. The mold was thermally insulated,
placed in the press, and subjected to the cure cycle shown in Figure 2.2.

Temperature
(OC)

Release Pressure

2

Time (hours)

Figure 2.2: The cure cycle for the LaRC™ RP46 polyimides. The applied pressures
for each formulated molecular weight material are listed in Table 2.1.
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During compression molding, the material was heated at 325° C. The formulated
molecular weight between the crosslinking NE endcaps controls the ease with which
the material forms a congealed solid plate under heating and pressure, with the lower
molecular weight materials which have lower melt viscosity requiring less pressure.
The noncrosslinking polyimide was subjected to the same heat-molding, with the
highest pressure applied. The pressures applied to the mold to attain solid plates are
listed in

~fable

2.1.

The crosslinking polymers are not fully crosslinked after this initial heatmolding cycle. Continued exposure to temperatures of 316°C or higher results in
additional crosslinking and other chemical changes. To study the effect of continued exposure to high temperatures, representative samples with various formulated
molecular weights were treated at 316°C and 371 oc for various lengths of time. All
additional heat treatment after the heat-molding was done in an oven open to air
with no pressure applied.

2.2

Characterization
Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS): The Positron Annihila-

tion Lifetime Spectrometer is a gamma detector system designed to measure energies
in the keV- to NleV-range and times on the order of picoseconds. The most common
source of positrons for these experiments, Na22 , emits a coincident 1.28 :\Ie V gamma
ray with the positron. When the positron annihilates with an electron, two antiparallel 0.511 MeV gammas are emitted. The PALS detects the 1.28

~leV

"birth'' gamma

and one of the 0.511 "death" gammas to measure the lifetime of the positron.
Our PALS system is shown in Figure 2.3.
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High Voltage

High Voltage

Base

Photo
Multiplier
Tubes

Photo
Multiplier
Tubes

Base

Samples

-------------------------,
Constant Fraction
Discriminator
'-------':~ 1 (high)
(high) 3
L----~2

(low)

(low) 4

...

,

'
iE"--------:-,------'

,

"

Start

Time to Analog
Converter

Vj---------

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the positron annihilation lifetime spectrometer built for this
study. The solid line indicates the collection of timing information while the dotted
line shows collection of the energy information.
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The positron source has a strength of 45J,LCu and is made from Na22 Cl evaporated on a 2.2mg/ cm 2 thick nickel foil. A second nickel foil of the same thickness is
electron beam welded to the first and both foils are supported by a thin steel washer.
Two pieces of the sample to be studied are sandwiched around the source next to
the scintillators. The scintillators are Bi-418 plastic cylinders 1 inch high and 1 inch
in diameter. The photomultiplier tubes are Hamamatsu H2431 with an 0. 7 ns rise
time and 16 ns transit time. The voltage applied to the tubes is around 2.5kV. The
photomultiplier tubes have only a dynode output.
The dynode output from each photomultiplier tube is split by a Phillips model
756 signal fanout. The NI:\1 Quad Constant Fraction Discriminator is an Ortec model
935 with adjustable lower thresholds. The delay cables are 4 ns for each of the four
CFDs. The energy thresholds for CFDs 2 and 4 are set above the noise to accept all
energy signals while the thresholds for 1 and 3 are set to accept only the high energy
signals. The NIM Quad Logic Gate is a Phillips model 754 with adjustable output
gates. The

NI~I

Time-to-Amplitude Converter is an Ortec model 566. The Camac

Analog-to-Digital converter is a LeCroy model 3511. The Camac Charge-to-Digital
converter (QDC) is a 16-input Phillips model 7166. The QDC and the TAC are gated
by the outputs of the NIM logic modules. The PC collects timing information from
the Camac ADC and the

NI~I

TAC and energy information from the Camac QDC

through the Ortec crate controller. The Camac controlling code is given at the end of
this document. This code allows the collection of both energy and timing spectra and
will be discussed in Chapter 5, along with a more indepth description of the workings
of the spectrometer.
Thermal Characterization: A Seiko SSC/5200 thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA) apparatus was used with a heating rate of 20°C/min up to 800

oc in a contin-

uous air flow. A TGA apparatus consists of a sensitive two-arm pan balance enclosed
in a furnace. Approximately 10 mg of the material to be tested is placed in one pan
13
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while the other pan remains empty. As the temperature in the furnace increases,
the change in mass of the pan holding the sample is recorded. In this manner, the
TGA apparatus records the weight loss of the material, which describes the materiars
resistance to thermal degradation.
Glass-to-rubber transition temperatures (T9 ) were measured by Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and by Thermo-mechanical Analysis (TMA). The T 9 is
the onset temperature of main-chain segmental motion in the polymer, which indicates the change from the glassy state to the rubbery state. This inherent material
property dictates the temperature ranges over which the material has potential application. The onset of motion is accompanied by changes in the expansion coefficients
and a change in the specific heat. The change in the expansion coefficients can be
measured by a thermo-mechanical analysis apparatus. This apparatus consists of a
small heating chamber which holds a piece of the material to be tested. A quartz rod,
weighted at the top with 5 mg mass, rests on a smooth surface of the sample ..-\s the
temperature in the chamber increases, a linear variable differential transducer measures the thermal expansion of the sample. A Dupont Instruments thermo-mechanical
analyzer was used with a 5°C/min heating rate. Changes in the specific heat are measured by Differential Scanning Calorimetry. A DSC consists of two equivalent sample
pans on a heating block. One pan remains empty while the other pan holds approximately 10 mg of the sample to be tested. As the pans are heated at a uniform rate,
the difference in temperature between the two pans is recorded against the input
temperature. As long as no endothermic or exothermic reactions occur in the sample pan, the output is a flat line. Deviations from a flat line indicate a transition.
The DSC thermograms were recorded using a 15°C/minute heating rate on a Dupont
Instruments 910 DSC.
Elemental Analysis: Elemental analysis experiments were performed at Onieda
labs. Each sample was heated with a 20°C/minute heating rate up to 800

oc
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with

bursts of oxygen added every 20 seconds to aid combustion. As the sample degrades,
small segments of the polymer chain evolve as gaseous molecules which are detected
and measured by gas chromatography. The elemental makeup of the sample is determined from the gas molecules detected.
FTIR: Fourier Transform Infrared spectra were collected with a Nicolet FTIR
spectrometer. Each sample was finely ground into a potassium bromide matrix and a
thousand scans were collected for each absorption spectrum. The FTIR spectrometer
is based on the Michelson interferometer, with a heated coil providing a broadband
infrared source. The broadband infrared source is collimated and the resulting beam
impinges on a beamsplitter, directing one beam to a mirror moving with constant
velocity while the other is reflected from stationary mirrors to have the same path
length. The two beams are recombined to create sinusoidally varying radiation. This
radiation is directed through the sample chamber before impinging on detectors. A
Fourier transform of the detected radiation shows the frequencies that are absorbed
by the sample. These frequencies correspond to molecular vibrational, bending, and
deformational frequencies which depend on bond angles and strengths.
N:VfR: Cross polarization, magic angle spinning

13

C ~MR spectra were ob-

tained at room temperature at 50.3 MHz on a homebuilt spectrometer, details of
which have been described before [6]. Cross polarization transfer from protons to

t.Jc

was made under matched spin lock conditions at 50 kHz with magic angle spinning at
6.25 kHz. Transfer times varied from 1 to 25 ms for the T tp experiments. Chemical
shift peak assignments were based on spectra collected for the monomers shown in
Figure 2.1 and the model compound NE-MDA-NE in conjunction with predictions
from Chemdraw software by Softcraft. Chemical shifts are given in parts per million
downfield from the carbonyl of alanine as an external reference.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance is based on the interaction of the nuclear magnetic
moment with an external magnetic field. For a spin ~ system, the magnetic moment
15
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has two possible orientations with respect to the external magnetic field, resulting
in a splitting of the energy levels. The energy of the spin

4 system is lowest if the

magnetic moment points along the external magnetic field. However, thermal energy
excites some of the spins to the higher energy antiparallel orientation, resulting in a
Holtzman distribution of spin populations. The application of electromagnetic energy
with the correct frequencies can induce spin transitions and thus changes in the spin
populations. The frequency required is given by

geH

V=-47rmC

(2.1)

In this equation, g is a proportionality constant which depends on the magnetic
species under consideration, e is the charge of the electron, H is the value of the
external magnetic field, and m is the mass of the nucleus for

~MR

or the electron

for ESR. For a nucleus, the frequency required to induce this transition varies over a
small range because the interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the external
magnetic field is modified by local magnetic fields created by the electrons near the
nuclei. The local magnetic fields have a shielding effect, called the chemical shift,
which is indicative of the chemical groups surrounding the nucleus.
:Vlagic Angle Spinning was introduced to minimize or remove the dipolar interaction between the magnetic moments of neighboring nuclei [7]. Because the dipolar
coupling between nuclei goes as

(Jcos;B-tl,

spinning the sample at the magic angle of

54.7° with respect to the external magnetic field reduces the dipolar coupling to zero
because the average internuclear vector between neighboring dipoles then points at
54.7°.
Cross Polarization transfer can result in signal enhancement when applied from
abundant nuclei such as protons and rare nuclei like

13

C [8].

By first polarizing

the abundant spins, strong dipolar coupling between the two types of spins can be

16
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used to transfer the polarization from the abundant to the rare spin reservoirs. The
magnetization of the rare spins can then be observed. For this study, the rare spins
were

13

C and the abundant spins were protons.

ESR: ESR measurements were made at room temperature on a Bruker ER200
spectrometer. The microwave frequency was measured with an EIP 628A frequency
counter and g-values were determined using 1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) as
a reference. Absolute spin counts were determined by comparing our spectra to ESR
curves collected for the stable free radical 1,3-bis(diphenylene)-2-phenylallyl (BDPA)
comp~ex

with benzene, dispersed in polystyrene.

In ESR, the interaction between an external magnetic field and the magnetic
moment of an unpaired electron causes a splitting of the energy levels. The magnetic
moment of the electron depends both on its spin and on the orbital motion of the
electron within the atom. The orbital motion depends on the neighboring bonded
atoms, and this effect is reflected in the g-value, which thereby describes the molecular
environment seen by the electron.
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP)

13 C

CPMAS ~MR: The DNP spectrom-

eter operates at 39.4 GHz for electrons and 60 MHz for protons. The microwave
irradiation is along the axis of the NMR coil. The microwave cavity is formed from
the coil and a pneumatically controlled reflector. The static magnetic field was adjusted by an external Helmholtz coil located in the magnetic bore. The homebuilt
spectrometer is described in greater detail elsewhere [9].
The

13

C DNP enhancements were obtained using an alternate-block equal-heat

sequence. In each pulse sequence, the NMR signal (1 3 Cor proton) was acquired twice.
In the first half of the experiment, the samples were irradiated with microwaves for 1
second at a frequency near the difference of the electron and nuclear Larmor frequencies before the NMR signal was acquired. In the latter half of the pulse sequence,
application of the microwave irradiation was delayed until after signal acquisition.
17
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The acquired signal was enhanced by three different methods. First, the proton signal was enhanced and a proton solid echo was acquired. Second, enhancement of the
protons was followed by cross polarization to the
Finally, direct enhancement of the

13

13

C and acquisition of the

13

C signal.

C signal was followed by a ~ observe pulse on

the carbon channel.
DNP combines the techniques of NMR and ESR in an attempt to attain signal
enhancement. As in ESR, irradiation is applied at a frequency to induce transitions
between electron energy levels. Dipolar coupling between electrons and nuclei leads
to simultaneous electron-nucleus transitions, and the nuclear polarization can be enhanced. The enhancement of the nuclear polarization is followed by acquisition of an
~MR

signal for the nucleus under study.

18
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Chapter 3
Initial Characterization
3.1

Varying the Crosslinking Density
In order to gain an in-depth understanding of the effect of crosslinking on

the material properties of the series of polyimides, the density of the crosslinking
was varied both by changing the formulated molecular weight and by exposing the
polymers to continued heat treatment at the crosslinking temperature of 316

-=c.

After heat molding, each of the formulated molecular weight (F:\tiVV) polymers was
subjected to heat treatment at 316
study was done for select

F~IW

oc

for 25 and 250 hours in air. An expanded

polymers by additionally exposing those materials to

1,2,3,50,75, and 100 hours at 316°C.

3.2

Thermal Characterization Results
Tables 3.1,3.2 and 3.3 show the results of the thermal characterization and the

densities of all of the samples, and the weight loss for the heat-treated samples. The
thermal characterization is also shown for samples of each material before compression
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molding. These samples are indicated by the letter b, which stands for b-staged.
The thermal analysis includes the glass transition temperatures, the coefficients of
thermal expansion (a) above and below the glass transition temperature, and the
heat capacity of the melt endotherm with the melting temperature when present.
vVhen appropriate, the weight loss during heat treatment at 316°C is included. The
surface area used to calculated the weight loss/surface area was measured using a
micrometer. The densities are given for all of the samples except the materials before
compression molding which were in powder form.
Tables 3.1,3.2 and 3.3 show that T 9 s for all of the samples increase with length
of heat treatment. The change in T 9 during heat molding was greatest for the more
densely crosslinked samples. Figure 3.1 shows the dependence of the T 9 on the formulated molecular weight for three different lengths of heat treatment. Before heat
treatment, the T 9 decreases with increasing formulated molecular weight. For the 25hour and the 250-hour heat-treated samples, the dependence of the T 9 on formulated
molecular weight is only apparent for the shorter chain lengths. From 5000 to 19,000
g/mol, there is little change in the T 9 • For both lengths of heat treatment, the 1100
gjmol sample behaves anomalously, as do the 21,000 gfmol and the noncrosslinked
samples. There is a substantial increase in T 9 which occurs primarily during the first
25 hours for all of the samples except 1100 gfmol.
The coefficients of thermal expansion below the T 9 ,

a 11 etowS,

were primarily

grouped around 45J.Lm/m K, except for the 1100 gfmol sample which showed values
closer to 20J.Lm/m K. The

abetowS

of the non-heat-molded samples were substantially

higher and increased with increasing formulated molecular weight. For all but the nonheat-molded samples,

abelow

was independent of the heat treatment. The coefficients

of thermal expansion above the T 9 ,

aabove'

decreased with increasing heat treatment

for most of the formulated molecular weight samples. The

Cl'above

values for the non-

compression-molded samples increased with increasing formulated molecular weight.
20
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Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show that T melt increased with increasing length of heat
treatment. For the samples listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the heat capacity of the melt
endotherm is relatively independent of the length of heat treatment. The exceptions
to this are the uncured samples, which showed little or no discernible endotherm, and
the 250-hour heat-treated samples, for which the heat capacities were consistently
low. The samples listed in Table 3.3 show a decrease in the heat capacity of the
melt endotherm with increasing length of postcure. The heat capacity of the melt
endotherm is smaller for the lower formulated molecular weight samples.
Because the samples were of different sizes and masses, the weight loss described in the Tables above is normalized by the surface area of the sample and is
expressed as a percentage lost per surface area. The weight loss increased with increasing length of heat treatment, though the more in-depth data in Tables 3.1 and
3.2 show that the weight loss for most of the samples underwent a dip around i5 or
100 hours of heat treatment. The amount of weight loss does not depend strongly on
the formulated molecular weight.
The density of the samples is independent of length of heat treatment and
formulated molecular weight, except for the 1100 g/mol sample, which has a smaller
density.
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Table 3.1: Physical properties of LaRC™ RP46 polyimides before and after compression molding, and for various lengths of heat treatment, or postcure, at 316°C
Post cure
(hours)
1500g/mol
b
0
1
3
25
50
75
100
250
3000gfmol
b
0
1
2
3
25
50
75
100
250
5000g/mol
b
0
1
2
3
25
50
75
100
250

Tg

Melt
(J/g)

T(melt)
(oC)

loss/SA
(xlo-s /cm 2 )

density
(g/cm 3 )

none
8
9
9
13
12
7
14
4.0

N/A

N/A

":'i/A

375
374
379
380
390
400
390
407

~/A

41
45

215
400
127
129
136
156
305
230
319

1.3483
1.3374
1.3467
1.3431
1.3532
1.3492
1.3529
1.3437

190
240
269
270
276
287
288
290
293
291

156
46
51
43
40
44
36
47
-M
38

151
500
116
112
85
110
104
130
136
96

5
20
27
23
23
25
21
23
22
16

245
373
374
378
379
378
385
387
389
391

N/A
N/A

190
223
251
250
268
272
284
288
290
292

260
54
45
32
37
51
45
48
49
45

298
259
130
108
117
105
72
109
109
105

none
26
25
27
25
29
24
25
26
19

N/A

~/A

383
388
390
388
380
382
385
385
391

N/A

Cl!below

Cl!above

(oC)

(J.tm/m°C)

190
233
253
284
315
326
333
333
342

133
43
49
42
44

35
44

1.4
1.0
2.7
2.7
4.2
5.7
9.2

3.4
4.2
4.1
8.8
8.9
11.7
9.0
11.5

4.1
4.0
4.4
7.5
8.6
6.3
7.0
8.8

~/A

1.3977
1.3777
1.3783
1.3783
1.3892
1.3886
1.3898
1.3873
1.3759

':'if A
1.4041
1.3851
1.3855
1.3859
1.4014
1.4008
1.3982
1.3923
1.3998
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Table 3.2: Physical properties of LaRCTM RP46 polyimides before and after compression molding, and for various lengths of postcure at 316°C.
Postcure
(hours)
11 ,OOOg/ mol
b
0
1
2

3
25
50
75
100
250
21,000g/mol
b
0
1
2
3
25
50
75
100
250
Linear
b
0
1
3
25
50
100
250

Tg

Melt
(J/g)

T(melt)
(oC)

1190
326
90
105
110
100
96
100
100
90

7
28
27
28
30
27
26
25
26
26

275
378
383
387
387
393
396
396
397
400

285
57
42
42
43
40
28
43
53
41

512
:306
116
114
105
105
103
112
115
110

8
25
27
28
29
27
27
27
25
24

323
58
45
42
39
44
41
43

1435
440
117
107
105
96
110
88

7

GIJelow

Ciabove

(oC)

(J.Lm/m°C)

198
208
260
262
271
275
273
278
284
283

394
55
44
54
48
30
41
46
41
39

203
220
262
263
261
268
275
279
283
279
207
230
257
256
261
267
265
266

rr
_;)
29
25
25
24
27
21

loss/SA
(x10- 5 /cm 2 )

density
(g/cm 3 )

N/A

N/A

~/A

3.0
1.9
2.8
8.2
9.4
6.9
8.2
8.8

1.4119
1.3969
1.3998
1.3985
1.4029
1.4052
1.4029
1.3945
1.4061

260
375
376
375
377
382
383
384
380
389

~/A

~f.\

~/A.

1.4119
1.3949
1.3968
1.4020
1.4030
1.4023
1.4017
1.4049
1.4003

282
363
369
368
372
376
375
377

~/A
~/A

2.6
3.4
3.3
6.8
7.6
5.8
6.6
6.9

3.3
3.6
6.3
7.0
4.5
7.0

~/A

1.4075
1.3997
1.3986
1.4085
1.41-1:5
1.4021
1.3966
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Table 3.3: Physical properties of LaRCTM RP46 polyimides before and after compression molding, and for various lengths of postcure at 316°C.
Postcure
(hours)
1100g/mol
b
0
25
250
7000gjmol
b
0
25
250
9000g/mol
b
0
? ...

-<>

250
13,000g/mol
b
0
25
250
15,000g/mol
b
0
? ...

-<>

250
17,000g/mol
b
0
25
250
19,000g/mol
b
0
25
250

Tg
(oC)

T(melt)

(J.Lm/m°C)

Melt
(J/g)

130
276
279
295

133
22
26
33

165
212
47
58

none
none
none
none

~/A

190
210
287
299

313
50
40
42

284
342
87
87

none
17.5
6.5
4.7

205
209
285
295

422
57
39
36

563
308
95
101

200
206
293
302

:388
47
47
43

200
208
287
307

Cl!below

Cl!above

(oC)

~/A

loss/SA
(x1o-s jcm2 )
~/A
~/A

density
(g/cm 3 )
~/A

4.8
9.1

1.2702
1.2913
1.11 i2

'N/A
365
376
382

N/A

~f.-\

~/A

1.3629
1.3586
1.3266

0.8
36.8
20.1
10.i

277
368
379
385

~/A
~/A

4.4
8.4

1.3482
1.3517
1.3501

1560
209
i7
81

8.2
34.0
22.2
18.7

276
368
392
393

N/A

~f.-\

~/A

1.:3612
1.3449
1.3458

401
47
42
28

398
302
86
100

3.1
29.6
16.2
15.0

276
374
385
390

~/A
~/A

200
200
289
307

315
42

3010
286
98
100

4.1
34.5
19.4
15.2

273
374
383
389

N/A
'N/A
3.7
7.8

1.3585
1.3749
1.3705

200
201
298
298

358
40
48
32

1660

2.9
25.4
16.0
12.1

278
370
379
386

N/A
N/A
3.9
8.4

1.3887
1.3778
1.3269

44

35

·)--

-<><>

84
103

N/A
~/A

3.3
6.5

3.3
i.6

3.2
5.1

~f.-\

~f.-\

1.4151
1.3460
1.3426
~/A

~/A
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Figure 3.1: Dependence of the glass transition temperatures (T 9 s) on the formulated
molecular weights as cured (filled circles) and for 25 (open diamonds) and 250 (filled
squares) hours of heat treatment at 316°C.
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3.3

Interpretation
:\s the formulated molecular weight between crosslinking endgroups increases.

the crosslinking density decreases. It is well-established that the T 9 is directly related
to the density of crosslinking in the material, and thus inversely related to the formulated molecular weight. Figure 3.1 shows that the as-cured materials reflect this
expectation. For the lower formulated molecular weight samples the increases in T 9
after 25 hours of heat treatment are attributed primarily to increased crosslinking
through the nadic endcaps. This would suggest that the higher formulated molecular weight samples should show a smaller increase in T 9 , because the concentration
of nadic endcaps is lower. This is not seen, indicating that in these samples other
chemical changes occur, primarily in the body of the polymer between the crosslinking endcaps, to cause the increase in T 9 • The increase in T 9 of the lower molecular
weight samples has slowed considerably after 25 hours of heat treatment. There are
two possible explanations: one is that the high degree of crosslinking has reduced the
molecular mobility causing a slowdown in the rate of crosslinking reactions. A second
possibility is that the endgroup concentration has significantly reduced after 25 hours
of heat treatment.
The relatively high values of the coefficients of thermal expansion for the noncompression molded samples both above and below the glass transition temperature
are found because these samples are not yet crosslinked and thus the expansion is
not hindered. The increase in these parameters with increasing formulated molecular
weight is due to enhanced flexibility in the polymer chain due to a smaller crosslinking density. For the heat-molded crosslinking samples, the constant values of abetow
indicate that the molecular chains are restricted by the degree of crosslinking introduced by the compression molding. The decrease of the

Ciaboue

values with increasing

heat treatment is due to the increased degree of crosslinking restricting the motion
26
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of the molecular chains associated with the rubbery state. The values for

Gabove

for

the 0-hour samples are substantially higher than the rest of the values, supporting
the incomplete degree of crosslinking after compression-molding.
The presence of a melt endotherm indicates that there is a thermoplastic, i.e.
noncrosslinking, phase in these materials that has crystalline order. This could happen because the monomers BTDE and NE compete for the 3,4'-0DA, and BTDE
is known to have a much lower reactivity than NE. Consequently, NE rapidly reacts
with 3,4·-0DA to form a short chain. vVhen the

~E

supply is exhausted, the re-

maining 3,4'-0DA. reacts with BTDE to form a linear, noncrosslinking thermoplastic
which is semi-crystalline in nature. This effect would be more evident in the higher
formulated molecular weight samples, which have lower concentrations of the :'\E.
The increase in the heat capacity of the melt endotherm with increasing formulated
molecular weight supports this explanation. The decrease in the heat capacity for all
of the samples after 250 hours of heat treatment indicates that the crystalline phase
is decreased, which could be attributed to a change from a semicrystalline to an
amorphous structure. Alternately, after 250 hours of heat treatment, the polyimide
could have become too rigid to allow the detection of crystalline melting activity by
Differential Scanning Calorimetry.
The increase in the weight loss with increased length of heat treatment is due
to thermal oxidative degradation. The consistent dip seen in the weight loss for
the 75 or 100 hour heat-treated samples suggests that a chemical reaction occurring
during thermal oxidative degradation results in the addition of oxygen species into
the polymer backbone or in the crosslinking endgroups.
The lack of dependence of the weight loss on the formulated molecular weight
indicates that the endgroups are no more likely to lose material than the body of the
polymer between the endcaps under these conditions. If the presence of the nadic
endcaps increased the likelihood of weight loss, the polyimides with shorter chain
27
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lengths between endcaps would show a larger weight loss.
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Chapter 4
Positron Annihilation
The positron is a unique and powerful probe because its small size allows it
to sample microstructure at the angstrom level, while its positive charge makes it
especially sensitive to defect structures. Compared to the electron, the positron has
a long and useful sampling lifetime, providing information on timescales up to 10 ns,
while the electron loses its identity within picoseconds of entering a material.
Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy has proven to be a useful technique for nondestructive evaluation of materials ranging from metals to semiconductors to polymers. The utility of the technique lies in the dependence of the positron
lifetime on the electronic microstructure of the material in which the positron annihilates. By applying straightforward quantum mechanical models and an inexpensive
tabletop apparatus, information about the atomic microstructure of a material can
be gleaned.

29
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4.1

Positron Lifeline
Positrons used in the experiments described here are emitted in a J+ decay of

uNa 22 shown in Figure 4.1.
22

~a (2.6 years)
1

wN e

22

Figure 4.1: Scheme for the emission of a positron through the radioactive decay of
~a22.

In the decay to a metastable state, a positron and a neutrino are emitted
sharing the endpoint energy of 0.54 :\!eV. The metastable state of
ps by emitting a 1.28 yfe V gamma ray. The detection of this 1.28

10 Ne

~!e V

22

decays in .3

gamma signals

the "birth:' of the positron. The depth distribution of positrons into a material can
be described by (10], (11].

I (d)

-

3 -

l 0 e-Jd

( -t 1)

l -t E p t..t3

( -t2)

max

I( d) is the intensity of the positron as a function of depth (d) into the material,
p is the density of the material in g/ cm 3 , and Emax is the maximum energy in \'!e V

of the positron. Considering the

Emax

mentioned above of 0.54 MeV, this gives a

mean implantation depth d of less than 1 mm in most materials, ensuring that the
positron samples the bulk properties of the material. The energy of the positron is
30
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reduced to thermal values on the timescale of ps [12], after which the positron moves
by diffusion.
During diffusion, the positrons annihilate with material electrons primarily by
emitting two 0.511 MeV gammas. The annihilation rate of the positron-electron pair
is determined by quantum electrodynamic interactions. Conservation of momentum
requires that at least two external bodies be involved in the annihilation process.
Figure 4.2 shows the Feynman diagrams for the most likely decay pathways [13].

"\_~

./ \.ly

2y

./ \.3y

Figure 4.2: Feynman diagrams for the most probable annihilation pathways for a
positron-electron pair.

For single quantum decay, an external body such as a second electron or the
nucleus must absorb some of the recoil momentum. Compared to the 2-gamma decay,
the single gamma has an additional vertex, resulting in a smaller rate for that decay
by a factor of a:= 1; 7 , the fine structure constant. Additionally the rate for single
quantum decay is reduced by a term describing the necessity of having an external
body for this decay Ac3 p where Ac is the Compton wavelength of the electron and
p is the density of potential external bodies such as nuclei or electrons [13]. This

term results in a reduction by a factor of o:3 . Two photon annihilation conserves
momentum by emitting two 0.511 MeV gammas. The rate of annihilation by three
gamma emission is reduced by the factor of a: due to the additional vertex in the
Feynman diagram. Thus the ratios of the rates of the possible annihilation schemes
go as below (13].
31
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r3
r2
rl
r2

-

Q

(4.3)

-

Q4

(4.-1)

Before annihilation, while the positron is thermalized, the electron brings some
momentum to the positron-electron pair, usually resulting in a small deviation from
antilinearity of the two 0.511 MeV gammas, illustrated in Figure 4.3.
180- 8

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the deviation from antilinearity of the 0.511 MeV gammas
resulting from the annihilation of a positron (e+) and an electron (e-).

The angular deviation fJ depends on the electron momentum p as below.

( -i.5)

The angle between the two 0.511 1feV gammas is 180-fJ, and PT is the component
of the momentum of the positron-electron pair that is transverse to the two roughly
antilinear gammas.

4.2

Positronium Formation
In a molecular substance, a positron can capture an electron from the sur-

rounding medium to form positronium, the bound state of the positron-electron pair.
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Positronium in vacuum is twice the size of a hydrogen atom, so it is expected that
positronium formation occurs in media with relatively open structures. The ground
state energy of the positronium is -6.8 eV, 1/2 of the ground state energy of the H
atom.
The ground state of positronium exists in singlet and triplet spin states, referred to as para- (p-Ps) and ortho-positronium (o-Ps) respectively. The singlet and
triplet spin states can be written as ls=O, m=O) and ls=1,m=±1,0), so that the ratio
of para- to ortho-positronium will be 1:3. Para-positronium decays by two gamma
processes and has a vacuum lifetime of about 0.125 ns, whereas the lifetime for o-Ps
is 142 ns. This much longer lifetime is a consequence of the requirement that o-Ps
must decay into 3 ~is, since the electron and positron spins are coupled to one unit of
angular momentum.
In solids o-Ps may interact with other electrons in the material so that it
becomes p-Ps and quickly decays. The rate at which this occurs is sensitive to the
local environment, and is called the pick-off rate Ap. The dependence of this rate on
material characteristics has been calculated, for example, by Brandt et al. [14] who
considered a model in which the hole volumes accessible to Ps are located on a periodic
lattice. The annihilation rate is proportional to the overlap of the wavefunctions of
the lattice electrons and the positron in Ps, which in turn is affected by the field of
the lattice electrons and the electron to which it is bound as shown in the equation
below.

(4.6)

In this overlap integral, \fl L and \fl + represent the wavefunctions of the lattice electrons
and the positron bound in o-Ps and r0 is the classical electron radius.
A variety of wavefunctions for the positronium atom could be used in Equation
.33
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4.6 to find ..X,. A model proposed in 1971 by S.J. Tao [15] uses wavefunctions based
on the assumption that the lack of positive nuclear charge in the hole volume can be
approximated as an infinitely deep spherical potential well which acts as a trap for
o-Ps. For this case, the positronium wavefunctions are expressed as below.

1{1+

(r)

={

(27iR0 )-t

sin(~)

0

inside the hole volume

(4.7)

outside the hole volume

The electron density associated with the hole volume is then assumed to be
evenly distributed in a shell on the inside of the potential well. By approximating the
lattice interactions as square well potentials and assuming that the electron density
Pe is uniform beyond the hole volume, the overlap integral can be expressed as below.

(4.8)
Assuming that the annihilation rate of o-Ps inside the electron layer is 1/4 of
the bulk annihilation rate of p-Ps, the probability of finding o-Ps in the electron layer
is then used to calculate the annihilation rate of o-Ps in the hole volume, which is
the inverse of the lifetime. Eldrup et al [16] derived the relation below for what is
usually designated as r 3 , the o-Ps lifetime in a single volume.

13

R

·J7iR)]-t

1) ( --?1 ) ( 1 --+;;--sin--1
= [( :4
O.L5
Ro -7i
Ro

(4.9)

Ro is the radius of the potential well, R is the radius of the volume measured, and
R 0 -R is the thickness of the electron cloud layer inside the well. The lifetime of p-Ps
in vacuum is 0.125 ns.
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Chapter 5
PALS Apparatus In Depth
5.1

Improved Design
Figure 5.1 shows a typical positron annihilation lifetime spectrometer. The

detector assembly for this spectrometer consists of scintillators mounted on photomultiplier tubes. The fast-fast coincidence spectrometer shown in Figure 5.1 uses
a Constant Fraction Differential Discriminator to provide both the energy selection
and the timing pick-off. ( An alternative method is used in a slow-fast spectrometer
in which the timing pick-off is done by a Constant Fraction Discriminator and the
energy selection is done by a Single Channel Analyzer.) The Fast Coincidence module
allows only valid events to open the Time-to-Amplitude Converter. which converts
the Start-Stop time difference to a pulse amplitude. This amplitude is digitized by a
Multichannel Analyzer in the Personal Computer.
In this spectrometer, the scintillator and the photomultiplier tube are dedicated
to the detection of either the birth or the death gamma. This dedication is achieved
by setting the energy windows on the Constant Fraction Differential Discriminators
to accept either the high or the low energy signals. Since the birth and the death
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gamma are uncorrelated in space, dedicating the photomultiplier tubes results in the
rejection of half of the events detected.
Hi Voltage

Hi Voltage

source &

I

Sample

L

0~

PMT

J
PMT

I

'

J

Scintillators

Constant
Fraction
Differential
Discriminate

J

Constant
Fraction
Differential
Discriminate r

Fast
1Coincidencf!

Start

Time to
Amplitude
Converter

Stop

Delay

G
Figure 5.1: Traditional fast-fast positron annihilation lifetime spectrometers use a
constant fraction differential discriminator to dedicate the photomultiplier tubes to
the detection of either the start or the stop gamma by assigning energy windows before
sending signals to the time-to-amplitude converter. The denotation of fast-fast refers
to the use of the constant fraction differential discriminator for both energy selection
and timing pickoff, while a slow-fast spectrometer consists of a combination of a single
channel analyzer for the energy selection and a constant fraction discriminator for the
timing pickoff.
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Figure 5.2: An improved positron annihilation lifetime spectrometer which separates
the energy and time detection into two separate lines, indicated by the dotted and
solid lines respectively. In this fashion, independent information can be collected
about the energy and timing signals. This apparatus was designed, assembled and
opt.imized for this study.
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The positron apparatus shown in Figure 5.2 measures the energies of the incoming gammas and the time between correlated gamma pairs separately.

Each

photomultiplier tube is used to detect both birth and death gammas, allowing the simultaneous collection of two independent lifetime spectra and thus twice the statistics
in the same amount of time. Greater flexibility in data collection has been attained
by using Camac electronic modules and our Camac controlling computer code written
for this application.
Separating the energy (dashed line) and the time (solid line) measurements
as shown in Figure 5.2 allows both P:\fTs to be used to detect both gammas. 'With
this method, there are four possible combinations of energies. Let us denote the 1.28
:\[eV signal from one of the P:\[Ts as birth and the 0.511 :\[eV from that P:\IT as
death. Similarly, let's denote the 1.28 :\[eV and the 0.511 :\leV detected by the other
P:\-[T as birth and death respectively. Then the possible energy combinations are
birth-birth, birth-death, birth-death, and death-death. The coincident detection
of two birth gammas is accidental

1

and the corresponding spectrum should reflect

only background. The second and third combinations provide independent lifetime
spectra. The final combination provides the self-coincidence spectrum of the two
prompt annihilation gammas. The collection rate for the self-coincidence spectra
exceeds the other combinations for two reasons: there are two death gammas for every
birth gamma and the impingement of a 0.511 MeV gamma on one of the scintillators
practically guarantees that its partner will impinge on the other scintillator, since the
two 0.511 MeV gammas are antilinear. It was found that the death gammas gave a
self coincidence rate of 14,000/s versus the lifetime coincidence rate of 300/s. The
self-coincidence rate resulted in electronic pileup problems, so it was necessary to
1

The 50 J..'Cu source emits l.5xl0 6 positron/s, or l positron every JI.S. Since the typical positron
lifetime is less than l ns, the fraction of time that more than one positron is present in the material
is less than l0- 6 •
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reject these coincidences.
In order to remove the 0.511 MeV self-coincidence, a combination of logic gates
and constant fraction discriminators (CFD) was used to isolate the low energy signals. For each of the photomultiplier tubes, the energy threshold on one constant
fraction discriminator was set to accept all energy signals while a second was set for
only the highest 25% of the signals. The output from the low-threshold constant
fraction discriminator for each of the photomultiplier tubes was combined with the
output from the high-threshold constant fraction discriminator from the other photomultiplier tube at an AND gate. The output of the two AND gates went to an OR,
which provides a gate for the energy signals going into the charge-to-digital converter
when the following energy pairings occur, using the same nomenclature introduced
above: birth-birth,

birth-death~

and birth-death. This effectively eliminates the

coincident detection of the two 0.511 :VfeV gammas. The output of the OR also
provided the start for the time-to-amplitude converter. Thus any true lifetime coincidence, or the accidental birth-birth coincidence, starts the timing. The stop for the
timing came from a second OR gate which had inputs from the two high-threshold
constant fraction discriminators. The high-energy birth or birth signals from either
photomultiplier tube provide the stop for the timing.
Histograms of time versus counts for each of the energy combinations discussed
above can be collected, resulting in four spectra. A set of these spectra is shown in
Figure 5.3. The first window shows the self-coincidence of the 0.511 yfe V gammas.
which were rejected. This figure indicates that the rejection electronics serve their
purpose. The next two windows show independent lifetime spectra. These will be
discussed further below. The final spectrum shows the accidental coincidences of the
birth gammas. This spectrum shows primarily background counts with little structure
as expected. The two lifetime spectra have approximately lx10 6 counts integral and
were collected concurrently over 4 hours.
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Figure 5.3: Timing spectra for all four of the possible energy combinations of deathdeath, birth-death, birth-death, and birth-birth in windows 1 ,2,3 and 4 respectively.

5.1.1

Data Collection
Data collection is accomplished with the computer code positron.c which is

given in appendix A. This Camac-controlling code can collect energy and timing
information separately through the Camac charge-to-digital converter and the analogto-digital converter modules respectively. This method of data collection provides
increased interpretive power by allowing the collection of energy spectra independent
of the time spectra. Inherent differences between individual photomultiplier tubes
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in parameters such as transient time spread, dark current, and peak-to-valley ratios
result in differences in performance (17]. For example, the gain in the energy signals
for the two Hamamatsu H2431 photomultiplier tubes used for the positron lifetime
system built for this study differed by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0 when using the same high
voltage. By collecting separate energy spectra, variations between the photomultiplier
tubes can be identified and measures can be taken to compensate for those variations.
Additionally, this method of data collection provides superior flexibility because spectral parameters such as the time/channel or the width and placement of
the energy windows can be changed at the computer interface as opposed to varying the settings on the electronic modules. For example, the conversion gain of the
analog-to-digital converter, which determines the time/channel in the lifetime spectra, can be varied from 1000 to 8000, or -tO to 5 ps/channel respectively. Thus a more
detailed spectrum can be collected for materials with short lifetimes without changing
the gain on the Time-to-Analog converter. For the energy spectra, the gain applied to
the energy signals from each photomultiplier tube can be changed independently at
the computer, as opposed to changing the input voltage to the photomultiplier tubes
or the gain on a signal amplifier. Thus compensation for variations in the signal gain
for different photomultiplier tubes can be made easily and quickly. The selection of
the upper and lower thresholds for the energy signals, and the width of these energy
windows is done interactively at the computer, instead of being embedded in the
hardware. Various combinations of thresholds and widths for the energy signals from
each of the photomultiplier tubes can be tried to maximize the counting rates while
optimizing the spectra.
This flexibility in selecting energy thresholds and widths is especially important because most positron lifetime spectrometers currently use plastic scintillators,
in which carbon has the highest atomic number of 6. Thus, the predominant mechanism for the interaction of the 0.511 MeV birth and 1.28 MeV death gammas with
41
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the scintillators is the Compton effect [18]. This results in a broad smeared energy
spectrum with two Compton edges, at slightly less than 0.511 MeV and 1.28

~leV.

The selection of appropriate energy windows is vital to collect meaningful spectra.

5.2

Data Analysis
The two lifetime spectra shown in Figure 5.3 consist of contributions from

not only the positron lifetimes in the sample, but also from positrons annihilating in
the source material and an underlying function which describes the resolution of the
experimental apparatus.

5.2.1

Source Correction
.-\ finite number of positrons annihilate in the source material itself, which

consists of the Na 22 Cl (salt) crystals and the thin nickel foil for our source. ~eglecting
the small percentage that annihilate in the salt crystals, the percentage that annihilate
in the nickel foil can be calculated as below.

(5.1)

In this equation, Emax is the maximum energy of the positron in :\leV, which is
0.54MeV for Na22 , :"J'0 is the initial number of positrons, Ntis the number of positrons
remaining after penetrating a distance t into the material. The distance t is expressed
in

~":z,

which is the density of the material divided by the range of the positron in

the material. The nickel foil for this source has a t=2.2 ~":z, resulting in a loss of 8%
of the positrons in the nickel foil housing the source.

-!2
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5.2.2

Resolution Function
Even for prompt gammas, the experimental apparatus yields a time histogram

of finite width. The time spectrum under these circumstances is called the resolution
function and this describes the limitations of the apparatus. Contributions to the
resolution function come from variations in the rise time and transit times in the
photomultiplier tube, jitter in the electronics, and fluctuations of the power supply.
The resolution function is expressed here, as is the custom, as a sum of three gaussians,
each characterized by a width, a relative intensity and a centroid. Optimization of
the positron annihilation lifetime spectrometer minimizes the width

2

•

The instrumental resolution function is usually obtained from a Co60 spectrum.
Co 60 emits two prompt gammas within 0. 7 ps of each other, with energies 1.17 :\fe V
and 1.33 \Ie V. \Vhen the spectrometer parameters (e.g. thresholds and energy windows) are set to those for the collection of a lifetime spectrum, the Co 60 spectrum
corresponds to the resolution function. Figure 5.-l shows an experimental lifetime
spectrum overlayed with the Co

60

spectrum .

.-\.s shown by Figure 5.-L an independent measurement of the resolution function can be attained by measuring the early time side of any lifetime spectrum.
Another method of determining the resolution function is by measuring the lifetime
of a high-purity, well-annealed metal that has already been well-characterized. such
as aluminum. These materials have a single known lifetime, so the spectra can be
deconvolved to obtain the resolution function.
2

It should be noted at this point that the use of a sum of gaussians to describe the resolution
function is a matter of convenience to be in accord v.dth canned analysis routines.

-!3
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Figure 5.4: Positron annihilation lifetime spectrum of Aluminum (solid) overlayed
with the cobalt 60 spectrum (dotted), which illustrates the resolution of the apparatus.
The Co 60 spectrum has been scaled up by a factor of 10. Though the collection time
for the Co 60 spectrum was 5 days, the Co60 source has a strength around 1 f.J.Cu versus
the ::"Ja22 source which is 50f.l.CU.

5.3

Deconvolution of Data
The lifetime spectra shown in Figure 5.3 are a convolution of the resolution

function and exponential decays representing the different lifetimes in the material
and in the source. Thus the data can be represented as the sum of the gaussians
of the resolution function folded with the multiple exponentials corresponding to the
various lifetimes as shown in the equation below.
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(5.2)

In the equation above, N is the number of lifetimes. The lifetimes are denoted

by

Ti

where i is 1 to N, and s represents the source component. The intensity of

each of the lifetime components is denoted by Ii, and B.G. is the background. The
resolution function R(t) is given below.

( 5.:3)

In this equation,

cri

is directly related to the widths of each of the gaussians

which represent the resolution function. The

Xm

is the centroid of the first gaussian

and b and c indicate the shifts of the centroids of the other gaussians.

5.3.1

Canned Analysis Routines
Two canned semi-linear least-squares fitting routines are used to deconvolve the

data from these positron lifetime experiments: RESOLCTION and

POSITRO~FIT

[19]. RESOLlJTION obtains the resolution function of the experimental apparatus
from a positron lifetime spectrum with essentially a single lifetime component. This
type of spectrum is obtained from a well-annealed, high-purity metal such as nickel or
aluminum. The resolution function is described as a sum of gaussians with centroids
which may be shifted with respect to each other to account for asymmetrical resolution
functions.

The fitting parameters for this code are the widths and shifts of the

gaussians and the lifetimes and their intensities. All of these parameters may be
constrained. The inputs for this code are: area and fit ranges, time per channel (20
45
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ps for our spectra), initial guesses for the resolution function parameters and the
lifetimes and intensities, and the background range.
POSITRONFIT can be applied after the resolution function is determined to
deconvolve the lifetimes and intensities. The inputs are again area and fit ranges, time
per channel, the background range, and initial guesses for the lifetimes and intensities.
The resolution function as determined by RESOLUTION is supplied along with the
source correction as described above. The number of lifetimes can be varied from
one to four or more. A chi-square minimized by the number of degrees of freedom
describes the quality of the fit.

5.4

Application to a Standard Material
The Co 60 spectrum was collected and fit with a least chi-square fitting program

for two gaussians, each with a centroid and relative intensities to obtain initial values
for the resolution function. The values calculated from the Co spectra for both of the
data collection windows are given below.

Table 5.1: Optimized Resolution Functions for the two separate lifetime spectra for
the positron lifetime apparatus built for this study as measured by fitting Co 60 spectra
with a least chi-square fitting routine.

(ps)
ID=l
ID=2

F\.YHM 1
It
(ps)
(%)
(ps)
(%)
195±2 80±1
195±1
79±2

FvVH~f2

I2

(ps)

(%)

Shift 2
(ps)

340±4
368±3

20±1
22±2

120±1
139±1

The application of this spectrometer to a well-annealed, 99.9999% pure sample
of aluminum yielded the following resolution functions and lifetime parameters, as
46
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analyzed by the routines RESOLUTION and POSITRON described above. The
values fit from the Co60 spectra in Table 5.1 were used as initial guesses for the
analysis of the aluminum spectra.

Table 5.2: Optimized Resolution Functions for the two separate lifetime spectra for
the positron lifetime apparatus built for this study as determined from the spectra of
well-annealed high-purity aluminum analyzed by the routine RESOLUTION.

ID=1
ID=2

F\VHM 1
(ps)
192±3
198±6

80
80

F\VHM2
(ps)
232±12
243±27

h
(%)

15
15

Shift 2
(ps)
176±5
137±10

270±13
357±35

5
5

Shift 3
(ps)
409±7
322±18

Table 5.3: Lifetimes for three data collections for both collection windows for a standard high-purity well-annealed aluminum sample.

RUN#
ID=l
1
2
3
Ave
ID=2
1
2
3
Ave

Tt

It

T2

I2

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

(%)

162.0±2.9
162.0±2.8
163.5±2.9
162.5±2.9

80.2±3.7
80.6±3.4
81.2±3.6
80.7±3.6

276.1±11.3
280.0±11.0
279.9±11.8
278.7±11.4

19.8±3.7
19.4±3.4
18.8±3.6
19.3±3.6

165.6±3.3
164.9±3.2
165.3±3.5
165.3±3.4

81.0±4.0
81.3±4.3
81.1±4.1
81.2±4.2

276.6±13.1
278.7±13.2
277.7±13.0
277.7±13.1

19.0±4.1
18.7±4.0
18.9±4.3
18.9±4.2

The resolution functions given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are self consistent and are
competitive with those obtained for positron lifetime apparati reported throughout
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the literature. A recent comparison reported at the 1992 International Conference
on Positron Annihilation gave the performance characteristics for 18 positron lifetime
spectrometers commercially available from EG&G Ortec. The resolution functions of
the commercial spectrometers were measured by analyzing Co 60 spectra as described
above. For these 18 spectrometers, the range of the full-width half-max of the primary
guassian which describes the resolution functions was 206.5 ps to 242.0 ps for the
primary gaussian (17], with which our values compare favorably.
The measured lifetimes for the standard aluminum samples are self consistent
and in agreement with the values in the literature which range from 160 to 170 ps
(see (20] for a synopsis). The second component found for these samples is attributed
to the aluminum oxide layer on the samples.
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Chapter 6
Localization of o-Positronium
For some systems, polymers in particular, it has been assumed that Ps would
be localized in one hole volume for its entire lifetime. Z. '{u, J. D. :VfcGervey, .-\.. \L
Jamieson. and R. Simha [21] have questioned this assumption. Using a model much
like the tunneling model for a decay, Yu et al. estimated that the tunneling rates
between wells are sufficiently high that a Ps samples many wells in its lifetime. If this
is the case, Ps lifetime measurements would only determine the average well size and
not carry much, if any, information on hole-size distributions.
This question is investigated by studying in one and three dimensions the
behavior of Ps in an isolated two well system. This study is then extended to multiple
wells by comparing the transfer matrix elements and on-site energy variations of a
Ps in multiple wells with the criteria for Anderson localization. Described below is
the calculation of the probability that o-Ps will remain localized for its lifetime to
a single volume in a two well and a multiwell system. The parameters used in this
calculation are derived from experimental data for various polymer systems measured
by positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy.
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6.1
6.1.1

Positronium in Two Wells
One Dimension
The eigenstates for this system of a pair of identical wells are symmetric and

antisymmetric with respect to the midpoint between the wells. The lowest energy
solutions of each type are shown in figure 6.1. The time dependent wave function for
a particle assumed to be in the left well at t=O is:

Figure 6.1: Symmetric and anti-symmetric solutions to the two equal well problem
in one dimension.
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\fi(L@t = 0, t) =

~.

(e-iEstWs

+

e-iEAt\{1

A)

(6.1)

where li= 1. The time to transfer to the right well is then the time such that

wR

I w(L@t

= 0, t)

>1 2 =

I<

1, that is t=7r /(Es- EA)· Therefore, the difference in the

energies, (Es - EA), can be used to calculate the time to transfer between wells.
The wavefunction that was used is below:

for the wavefunction in the respective regions and then applied boundary conditions
to find k,

l'i.,

the amplitudes A through F, and the phases

€

and '"f·

The depth of the potential well V 0 is chosen to attain the positronium binding
energies that are found for the three dimensional case, which will be discussed below.
The values of the width of the potential well are twice the experimental hole volume
radii reported by Jean et al. (22] (23] for various polymer systems. For example, Jean
et al. found volume radii of around

3A

for polypropylene (22] and

6A

for epoxy-

diamide systems (23]. The distance between the holes was calculated to be lOA for
5% hole volume fraction. The energies were calculated using numbers in these ranges.
For wells of exactly equal dimension, the symmetric and antisymmetric solutions have energy differences on the timescale of picoseconds. Thus a Ps which is
initially trapped to one of two equal wells will oscillate back and forth very rapidly.
This time scale is comparable to that given by Yu et al. (21]
However, a small difference in the radii of the two neighboring wells results in
markedly different behavior. The Ps eigenfunctions become predominantly localized
in one well or the other so that a Ps starting in one well is already in an approximate
eigenstate. The Ps does not oscillate between wells. Localization of the eigenfunctions
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is shown in the probability curve in figure 6.2. The halfwidths of the two wells are 3
and 3.05A, the distance between the wells was lOA and the well depth was l.leV.
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Figure 6.2: Probability distributions for the unequal two well problem in one dimension. The left well has a half width of 3A, while the right well has a 3.05A half width.
The barrier width is lOA and the potential is l.leV.

6.1.2

Visualization in Transition Space
vVhen slightly different wells are considered, a geometrical representation of

results can be given [24]. The lowest energy eigenfunctions of each well separately
were used as basis functions. So long as the overlap of one of these functions with the
other is small, orthogonality issues are neglectable. The full Hamiltonian with both
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wells may then be written in matrix form as:

By subtracting the average diagonal elements from the individual diagonal elements,
the Hamiltonian can be written as:
(6.-!)

where the obvious identifications have been made. This Hamiltonian describes the
precession of a spin 1/2 object in a pseudo-magnetic field, as shown in figure 6.3. If
the spin is up then the particle is in the left well, while if it is down then it is in the
right well. If the wells are equal then the precession is about the x axis and complete
transfer occurs. If the wells are unequal the pseudo-spin precesses primarily around
the original direction. C'sing fJ to denote the angle between vector w and the z axis.
the long time average probability of being in the initial well is ( 1+cos 2 fJ) /2 and the
long time average probability of being in the other well is (sin 2 0)/2. The results for
typical wells are given in table 6.1. For equal wells, (sin 20)/2 is 0.5, indicating that
there is an equal probability of being in either well. For only slightly unequal wells. :3
and 3.05

A,

the probability of being in the other well drops to 0.002, demonstrating

the cutoff of transfer.
The two well three-dimensional problem could be treated exactly by solving
the Schrodinger equation numerically for the full Hamiltonian. Rather than do this,
let's start with solutions for the single well problem for a spherical well of radius R
and depth

v01:

lThis is in contrast to the infinitely deep well assumed by Eldrup. We compared the overlap
of the Ps wavefunction with the bulk in the finite well case and found that this was in qualitative
agreement with that for the shell of charge assumed by equation 4.9
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Figure 6.3: A state vector precessing about a pseudo-magnetic field w. The on-site
energy differences are represented by :.-.1;; and the coupling between wells by :.-.lx· The
amplitudes of the spin up (left well) and spin down (right well) states cos~ and sin~
respectively, to within a phase factor.

w=

.-l simr.r
KT

{

Be-krkr

r-:5:R}
r

>R

The constants A and B are obtained from the boundary conditions at R and by
normalization. The energy of positronium is determined by tan K.R =

~

The well

potential was calculated to be between 1.5 and 2 eV by considering the limiting hole
volume for formation of o-Ps.
~ate

that so long as the two wells are reasonably separated the lowest energy

solutions of each separate well are approximately orthogonal to each other and the
Hamiltonian can be written as:

H = ( EL
J

J )

En
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(6.5)

Table 6.1: Two 1-D wells separated by lOA with V 0 =l.leV. The time average prob2
ability of being in the right well after starting in the left well is sin2 8

8 radii
( .:!)
3 -+3
3 -+3.05
3 -+3.1

w

()

(xl0l 2 Hz)
0.725
1.303
2.563

(c)
90.0
3.4
2.7

sin 2 8

---r0.5
0.002
0.001

in which the interaction or transfer integral is:

·

-kRrR

J = j.-1.L smK.LrL VL(r)BR e
dV"
K.LrL
kRTR

(6.6).

and, e.g., rL is the distance from the left well center to the point of integration. Since

.J depends only weakly on the well radii, the interaction integral is calculated between
two wells of equal 3

A radius.

Typical values of EL,ER, and J are shown in table

6.2. These values of J, when compared with the differences in diagonal energies (EL-

ER), indicate that here too the Ps becomes localized in one of the two wells. Ha\·ing
introduced the interaction between neighboring wells, J, we can now make a natural
transition to the multiple well case which we consider next.

6.2

Multiple Wells
The problem of a Ps in a lattice of all equal wells is the same as that of

an electron in a periodic potential. The solutions are then of the usual completely
delocalized Bloch form: e 1k·ruk(r), where uk(r) is a periodic function. This is the
case discussed by Brandt et al. (14].

If multiple sites having equal isolated well

energies are distributed throughout a volume, it would not be unexpected if the
eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian involved sums over large numbers of isolated
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Table 6.2: The interaction integral and the isolated well energies for a Ps in two 3-0
wells separated by lOA with different potential well depths. Since the interaction
integral, J, has only a weak dependence on the well radii, the interaction integral was
calculated between two equal 3A wells.

c5 radii(A)
3~3

3
3

~
~

3.05
3.1

3~3

3
3

~
~

3.05
3.1

Vo(eV)
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0

EL{eV)
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.89
0.89
0.89

ER(ev)
0.49
0.51
0.53
0.89
0.91
0.93

(EL-ER)(eV)
0
0.02
0.04
0
0.02
0.04

J(eV)
1.74xl0 4
1.74xl0-4
1.74xl0-4
2.94xJO 5
2.94xl0- 5
2.94xl0- 5

well eigenfunctions. A Ps initially in one site would then diffuse away with a rate
proportional to J, the interaction integral discussed above.
In the case at hand however, the wells are not only randomly distributed but
are also of different sizes. A similar problem was considered by Anderson (25] in 19.58.
Anderson considered a particle moving in a disordered system of sites of varying onsite energies. He found that for sufficient on-site energy variation, c5V, the particle
becomes localized for a given coupling to nearby sites expressed as BvV =2zJ, where
z is the coordination number or number of near neighbors. Although the intersite
coupling is expressed as a bandwidth, BvV, which is equal to that which is obtained in
the tight binding limit for a periodic lattice, e.g. (26], Anderson's approach makes no
use of periodicity and thus is applicable to the case of holes in polymers. Anderson
found that for a coordination number of z=6, c5V /BW greater than 5.5 leads to
localization. Values of 5V/BvV as low as 2 for the same z-value have been shown to
lead to localization, as shown by Edwards and Thouless (27].
The on-site energy variations may be described as:
(6.7)
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where the numerical relation linking the on-site energy with the radius has
been used. Figure 6.4 shows E(R), which is obtained from the boundary conditions.
for potential well depths of 1.5 and 2 eV. The coupling between sites is the interaction
integral, J, described above. A z-value of 3 was used, which falls between the minimum
of 1 and 6 of a cubic lattice. Values for these parameters are shown in table 6.3.

:!.0

r-------r----,----~~-~------,

/

/

1.5
I

->

1.)

....~ 1.0

1.)

c

I

U.l

I

0.5

V 0 =l.5 eV
V 0 =2.0eV

0.0 '---L.....l...---'-----~--'----~--'
0.0
12.0
2.0
-tO
6.0
8.0
10.0

Hole Volwne Radius (A)

Figure 6.4: Dependence of the energy on the radius in three-dimensions for potential
well depths of 1.5 and 2 eV.

Of course, localized Ps states in Anderson's sense need. not be restricted to a
single well. The ratio of 6\! /BvV is a measure of the extent of localization. Table 6.3
shows values that were calculated for 6\! /B. These range from 134 to 964. Since these
57
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values are orders of magnitude higher than the threshold predicted by Anderson, it
can clearly be implied that even for multiwell systems, localization of the Ps states
to a single well can be expected.

Table 6.3: Values of the Anderson ratio calculated for radii values taken from experimental polypropylene data. The hole volume fraction is 5%.

t5 radii(A)
3-+3
3-+ 3.05
3-+ 3.1
3-+3
3-+ 3.05
3 -+ 3.1

6.3

V0 (eV)
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0

tSv"(eV)
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.17
0.17
0.17

5\/
BvV(eV)
Bl£
l.Ox10 3 134
0.9x1o- 3 155
0.8x1o- 3 177
1.8x1o- 4 966
1.6x1o- 4 1063
l.-!x1o- 4 1214

Discussion and Conclusions
For the case of Ps in two wells, we have used parameters appropriate to poly-

mers to demonstrate that variations of on-site energies associated with small changes
in hole radii are sufficient to cause the lowest energy eigenfunctions to be predominantly in one well or the other. This is in contradistinction to the degenerate case
for which particles starting in one well tunnel rapidly between the two wells, on the
timescale of the Ps lifetime. The extension to multi-well systems has been made by
showing that Anderson localization of the Ps to a single well is expected. Thus, we
conclude that tunneling does not significantly affect the validity of Positron Annihiliation Lifetime Spectroscopy measured hole-volume distributions in polymers.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Lifetimes
7.1

Crosslinking Study
An increase in the degree of cross linking results in changes in the packing of the

molecular chains, and thus changes in the microstructure of the polyimide samples.
It is expected that the positron lifetimes in the material would reflect these changes.
Table 7.1 gives these lifetimes and intensities for select formulated molecular weight
samples heat treated for up to 2000 hours in air at 316°C. The value of r 1 was found
to vary from 140 to 170 ps, so this lifetime has been constrained to 155 ps in order
to make sample-to-sample comparisons. In order to test the reproducibility of the
data, spectra for the 5000 gjmol sample were collected at two different times and the
results of the second data collection are given in italics.
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Table 7.1: Positron lifetimes and intensities for samples of LaRC-RP46TM subjected
to increasing lengths of heat treatment to attain varied crosslinking densities.
Postcure
(hours)
1500g/mol
0
25
250
500
2000
3000g/mol
0
25
250
5000g/mol
0
0
25
250
11 ,OOOg/ mol
0
25
250
21,000g/mol
0
25
250
Linear
0
250
500
1000
1500
2000

II

I1

T2

I2

TJ

IJ

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

(%)

155 1
155
155
155
155

16.7±0.5
16.0±0.5
19.0±0.5
12.0±0.5
16.9±0.5

385±1.1
384.9±1.1
387.6±1.1
378.7±1.1
386.9±1.1

83.3±0.5
84.0±0.5
81.0±0.4
88.0±0.5
83.1±0.5

155
155
155

21.0±0.7
8.7±0.8
8.6±0.8

372.6±2.4
368.0±2.0
372.6±2.3

76.0±0.6
90.9±0.7
90.1±0.6

1915.4±70.0
1802.8±400.3
1506.2±160.4

3.1±0.1
0.4±0.1
1.3±0.2

155
155
155
155

21.8±0.6
22.5±0.6
13.6±0.6
13.1±0.5

368.4±2.1
374.0±2.0
372.9±2.0
381.6±1.2

74.6±0.5
1830.3±55.2
74. 7±0.5
1940.6±70.3
85.8±0.6 1729.9.3±350.5
86.9±0.5

155
155
155

21.6±0.6
8.5±0.9
9.4±0.7

373.5±2.0
366.0±3.0
374.2±2.3

74.9±0.6
90.3±0.7
90.1±0.6

2065.4±60.2
1081.4±186.3
1505.2±340.5

3.6±0.1
1.2±0.4
0.6±0.2

155
155
155

13.0±0.8
9.3±0.8
11.9±0.6

362.3±2.4
367.4±2.1
374.2±2.6

85.1±0.6
90.0±0.7
88.1±0.6

1561.9±100.1
1609.3±241.2

1.8±0.2
0.8±0.2

155
155
155
155
155
155

14.2±0.6
12.5±0.6
12.1±0.5
13.2±0.5
14.4±0.6
13.6±0.6

366.5±1.9
369.4±2.0
383.2±1.1
381.8±1.2
381.9±2.2
381.0±2.0

83.1±0.6
86.1±0.5
87.9±0.5
86.8±0.5
84.6±0.5
84.7±0.6

1997.4± 75.2
1551.7±150.2

2.8±0.1
1.2±0.1

1538.4±190.3
1680.8±110.2

1.1±0.2
1.7±0.2

3.5±0.1

2.8±o.P
0.5±0.1
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Figure 7.1: Overlayed plot of positron annihilation lifetime spectra for the 5000 g/mol
crosslinking LaRC™ RP46 samples before (solid line) and after (dotted line) 250
hours of heat treatment at 316°.
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The reproducibility of the data for the as-cured 5000 g/mol sample is quite
good, though it does illustrate that the errors shown in the Table due to the statistical
variations reported by the canned analysis routine POSITRON do not account for
the totality of the errors in these measurements.
The 1500 g/mol samples show only two lifetime components throughout the
heat treatment. For the other systems, both the zero and the 25-hour heat-treated
systems have three lifetimes. For the 250-hour to 2000-hour heat-treated samples.
there is a mix of two and three lifetimes.
The first lifetime r 1 was constrained to be 155 ps. The r 2 varies little with heat
treatment or formulated molecular weight. For the 1500 g/mol samples, the intensities
of the first and second lifetimes remain relatively constant with heat treatment. For
the other samples, the first intensity decreases and the second intensity increases with
increasing heat treatment. The value of r 3 does not depend on the length of heat
treatment. The intensity of this lifetime decreases with increasing heat treatment.
The exceptions to this trend are the 250-hour heat-treated 3000 g/mol sample and
the 1500- and 2000-hour heat-treated linear samples.
The overlayed positron annihilation lifetime spectra for the 5000 g/mol
crosslinking LaRCTAJ RP46 samples before and after heat treatment show the difference in the unprocessed data with (before heat treatment) and without (after heat
treatment) the 3% o-Ps component.

7.1.1

Interpretation
The first lifetime ( rt) is indicative of free positrons and p-Ps. The second

lifetime (r2) represents positrons trapped in voids with dimensions on the size of
atomic defects. The presence of the third lifetime (r 3 ) indicates that o-Ps is formed
in some of these samples.
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The amount o-Ps formed in molecular media is 15% to 50% of all the positrons
injected into the material [28]. The relative intensity of o-Ps in these crosslinking
polyimides is much lower. Materials similar to the LaRC-RP46TM polymers, such as
noncrosslinking polyimides or crosslinking epoxies give relative intensities for the o-Ps
component of 20% (29] and 25% (30] respectively. The small or nonexistent intensity
of o-Psin the LaRC-RP46TA-t crosslinking polyimides is attributed to the high electron
acceptability of the diamine BTDA on the polymer backbone (30], [31]. To explain
these low percentages, the •·spur model" for the formation of positronium is cited. In
this model, discrete packets of energy, or spurs, are deposited in the material along
the path of the positron. The majority of this energy goes into ionization of the
medium molecules, producing ion pairs. At the last spur, the positron thermalizes
and annihilates. Positronium formation occurs when the positron finds one of the
secondary electrons created at the final spur before that electron can recombine with
its parent molecular cation. \Vith materials which are strong electron traps, such as
BTDA, the secondary electrons may be hosted by the electron traps, reducing the
likelihood of positronium formation.
The changes in the relative intensities of the lifetimes with increasing heat
treatment reflect the increase in crosslinking density in the different samples. The
increase in h indicates that the number of small voids which can act as positron
traps increases as the material becomes more crosslinked. This increase occurs partly
through a decrease in the volumes of the larger voids which host o-Ps, as seen through
the decrease in h.
The decrease in h for the crosslinking polyimides, and the lack of o-Ps formation in the 1500 g/mol samples throughout heat treatment is also attributed to an
increased ability of these samples to provide host sites for secondary electrons which
potentially could form o-Ps with the positron. ESR results given in Chapter 8 show
that stable free radicals are present in these polyimidies and that the concentration
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of radicals increases with increasing length of heat treatment. For the crosslinking
polyimides, it is shown that the free radicals are not only hosted in the body of the
polymer, in the BTDA moiety for example, but are also found in the crosslinking network formed from the endgroups. Thus as the crosslinking density increases and the
network becomes more extensive, the polyimides become better electron acceptors,
and the probability of o-Ps formation decreases.
The reappearance of the o-Ps component in the noncrosslinking linear samples
after 1500 hours of heat treatment occurs because the noncrosslinking samples are
poorer electron hosts than the crosslinking samples. This can be seen in the free
radical concentrations obtained from ESR which are given in Chapter 8. The noncrosslinking samples can only host radicals on the polymer chain, so the increasing
free radical concentration eventually causes an increase in the probability of o-Ps
formation.
The crosslinking density is directly related to the glass transition temperature.
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the relationship between the glass transition temperatures
for the various formulated molecular weight samples and the intensities of the trapped
positrons and of the o-Ps.
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Figure 7.2: Relationship between the glass transition temperatures (T9 s) and the
percent of trapped positrons for the various formulated molecular weight samples.
The symbols for the 1500 g/mol, 3000 gjmol, 5000 gjmol, 11,000 g/mol, 21000 gjmol
and linear samples are circles, squares, diamonds, up triangles, down triangles, and
stars respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Relationship between the glass transition temperatures (T 9 s) and the percent of o-Ps for the various formulated molecular weight samples. The symbols for the
1500 g/mol, 3000 g/mol, 5000 gjmol, 110000 gfmol, 21000 g/mol and linear samples
are circles, squares, diamonds, up triangles, down triangles, and stars respectively.
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Figure 7.2 shows a weak correlation between I2 and T 9 , and thus the crosslinking density. The 1500 g/mol 25- and 250-hour heat-treated samples fall away from
the rest of the trend. The relationship between h and the crosslinking density shows
a stronger correlation in Figure 7.3. Except for the highest values of T 9 , the graph
shows a linear dependence between the intensity and the T 9 , suggesting that the intensity of the o-Ps component is sensitive to the crosslinking density. In general, the
data points for the different samples are grouped together, without a strong dependence on the formulated molecular weight. However, the positron data for the 1500
g/mol samples consistently differs from the data for the other formulated molecular
weight samples. The difference in the stoichiometry of the 1500 g/mol sample and the
rest of the samples is most noticeable in the weight percent of the nadic endcapping
group, which is greater by a factor of two than the weight percent of NE for the 3000
g/ mol sample.
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Figure 7.4: Dependence of the intensity of the o-Ps component on the weight percent
of the crosslinking endcaps for the as-cured (circles) and the 25-hour heat-treated
samples (diamonds).
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Figure 7.4 shows the dependence of the intensity of the o-Ps component on
the weight percent of the crosslinking endgroup for the as-cured (circles) and the
25-hour heat-treated (diamonds) samples. The I3 for the as-cured samples does not
show a strong dependence on the weight percent. The h for the heat-treated samples
does show a dependence on the weight percent. This suggests that the as-cured
samples are not completely crosslinked before additional heat treatment and that the
majority of the crosslinking does occur after 25 hours of additional heat treatment.
This is supported by the large increases in the T 9 values seen for all of the formulated
molecular weight samples during the first 25 hours of heat treatment at 316°.
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Chapter 8
Crosslinked Structures
8.1

Review of Earlier Work
LaRCr,u RP46 are members of the family of PMR polyimides, which are

thermosetting polymers prepared from nadic-endcapped imide oligomers by the insitu polymerization of monomer reactants [3]. These polyimides have commercial
application as composite matrix resins with a use-temperature range of 232°C to
371 oc [1]. The desirable properties of these systems can be attributed to the nadic
-endcapping group. The crosslinking that occurs through this group controls the
thermo-mechanical properties and the thermo-oxidative stability of the P\fR polyimides. Curiousity about the fate of the nadic-endcapping group has motivated many
investigations into its crosslinkingmechanism and structure in the last three decades.
The three predominant crosslinking structures proposed are shown in Figure 8.1.
In 1971, Lubowitz proposed that the nadic ring undergoes a Retro-Diels-Alder
(RDA) reaction to give cyclopentadiene and maleimide followed by their recombination to form the alternating structure I shown in Figure 8.1 [32]. However, the
polymer obtained showed little or no unsaturation character as determined by bromi-
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Figure 8.1: Proposed early-stage crosslinking structures for nadic-endcapped polyimides. From here on in the text, these proposed structures are referred to by Roman
Numeral as denoted in this figure.
nation. To account for the lack of unsaturation, Burns et al. suggested a random
vinyl polymerization of cyclopentadiene, maleimide, and nadimide resulting in structure II in Figure 8.1 [33]. By taking advantage of advances made in Nuclear ~Iagnetic
Resonance (NMR) techniques over the next decade, \Vong et al. proposed that cyclopentadiene reacts with the nadic double bond via the Diels Alder pathway to give
a doubly bridged adduct which then reacts with maleimide and nadimide to give
a stereochemically and sequentially irregular form shown as structure III in Figure
8.1 [4], [5]. This mechanism has received the support of two independent studies
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reported recently [34), (35). It should be noted that all of these mechanistic studies
were carried out using a model compound, n-phenylnadimide, under mild conditions,
because fully cured high molecular weight PMR polyimides are intractable and insoluble, precluding the use of solution analytical techniques for characterization. These
studies do not rigorously address the subtleties of these systems and many issues
concerning crosslinking remain unclear.
Furthermore, recent studies by Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) [36] and by
superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer (SQUID) (37] clearly
establish the existence of multiple stable free radical centers in PMR-15 when heat
treated at 316°C and 371 °C. All of the proposed structures of Figure 8.1 contain highly
strained saturated alicyclic functionalities which cannot account for the presence of
these stable radicals.
To address more rigorously the issues of crosslinking in PMR polyimides under
actual use conditions, heat-treated PMR-15, LaRC™-RP46 (RP15) and its thermoplastic analog RPLIN have been studied using FTIR, ESR, CPMAS
Dynamic

~uclear

13

C NlVfR, and

Polarization (DNP). Based on the results of these experiments, a

highly conjugated crosslinking network is proposed for nadic-endcapped polyimides
exposed to extended heat treatment at 316°C and 371°. Figure 8.2 shows the oligomer
units of the three polyimides. The results of these heat treatments will be addressed
separately below.

8.2

Heat Theatment at 316°C
For this study, samples of LaRC™ RP15, 2 in Figure 8.2, were heat treated

at 316°C for up to 1500 hours in air.
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RP15 (2)
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a=2.082
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a=2.071

0

RPLIN (3)

Figure 8.2: Polyimide Oligomers for all three polymers. The Greek letters refer to the
chemical shift assignment of the CPMAS 13 C NMR spectra below. PMR-15, LaRCTM
RP46 RP15 and LaRC-™RP46 RPLIN are referred to by numbers 1, 2, and 3 as
denoted in this Figure.

8.2.1

Results
Thermal Characterization: Table 8.1 shows the dependence of the glass transi-

tion temperature (T9 ) on length of heat treatment at 316°C. The T 9 increases rapidly
until 25 hours at 316°C and then continues to increase more slowly with heat treatment.
The dependence of the weight loss on the length of heat treatment is shown
in Table 8.1. The weight loss is divided by the sample surface area to distinguish
between surface and bulk material loss. The amount of weight loss increases linearly
with the length of heat treatment.
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Table 8.1: Glass transition temperatures (T 9 ) and weight loss divided by surface area
for the various lengths of heat treatment at 316°C.

T g(°C)
Loss(xl0-5 g/cm 2 )

0
230
0

Length of heat treatment (hours)
25 250 500 1000 1500
1
3
340
280 292 318 333 335 345
1
2
2
7
11
20
38

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR): Table 8.2 lists the peak intensity of the
FTIR bands for the imide carbonyl (13 and

x labels in Figure 8.2) at 1772 cm- 1 and

the carboxyl -OH at 3480 cm- 1 . This carboxyl -OH band is present if one or more
of the carboxylic acid groups in the BTDE or NE monomers which form the imide
rings as shown in Figure 2.1 are still present. The peak intensities were normalized
to the intensity of the a carbonyl band of BTDE at 1610 cm- 1 which is not expected
to change. The carboxyl -OH band decreases as the imide band increases.
Figure 8.3 shows the FTIR spectra in the region of aliphatic, aromatic and
carboxyl-OR bands at 2800 cm-1, 3200 cm-1, and 3480 cm- 1 respectively for the preheat-treated and the 1500-hours 316°C heat treated samples. There is a substantial
decrease in the aliphatic and the carboxyl -OH bands.
Elemental Analysis: Table 8.2 lists the the relative percentages of carbon,
nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen for the pre-heat-treated and heat-treated samples.
Overall,. the carbon and hydrogen percentages decrease while the nitrogen and oxygen
percentages increase.
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Table 8.2: The left side of the table gives FTIR peak intensities before and after heat
treatment at 3l6°C in arbitrary units for the x and .B imide carbonyls at 1772 cm- 1
and the carboxyl -OH at 3480 cm- 1 • The intensities have been normalized to the.
intensity of the a imide carbonyl at 1610 em -t which is not expected to change. The
right side of the table gives relative percentages of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and
oxygen as a function of heat treatment at 3l6°C as determined by elemental analysis.

(hours)
0
250
500
1000
1500

FTIR
1772 em l 3480 em
2.4
0.13
0.27
0.99
0.24
0.66
0.29
0.54
0.27
0.76

l

Elemental
c H
70.3 3.2
70.6 3.0
70.0 2.9
69.5 2.7
68.5 2.7

Analysis
N
0
5.6 20.9
5.7 20.7
5.9 21.2
6.1 21.7
6.3 ')')
--·u

-
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l:(" aliphatic

carboxyl -OH

t

Pre-Heat-Treated
l500-hours Heat-Treated
3500

3000

Wavenumbers cm- 1
Figure 8.3: FTlR spectra in the region of the saturated aliphatic (2800 cm-t), aromatic (3200 em-') and carboxyl -0 H (3450 em- 1 ) bands before (top) and after 1500
hours of heat treatment (bottom) at 3l6°C. The spectra were taken in absorption
mode with 1000 scans apiece.
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Cross Polarization ~[agic Angle Spinning ~:Ic Xuclear \[agnetic Resonance
(CPMAS

13

C ~MR): Figure 8.4 shows the CP~lAS

11

C ~~lR spectra before and

after heat treatment at 316°C. The chemical shift peak assignments are indicated by
the Greek letters on the spectra in conjunction with the structure shown in Figure
8.2. The chemical shifts attributable to the nadic endcaps are the aliphatic carbons
with chemical shift around -tO ppm and the imide carbonyls around 176 ppm, which
are denoted as 3 carbonyls. The olefinic carbons denoted

by~~

fall under the aromatic

peak and can·t be separated.

1500-hours Heat-Treated

500-hours Heat-Treated

Pre-Heat-Treated

200

150

100

50

8cppm

Figure 8.-l: CP:VlAS l:;c :\:\[R spectra before and after heat treatment at JlG 0 C. The
:spectra were collected at :200 ~[Hz for protons with a contact time of 1 ms and a
recycle time of 3 ms. The Greek letters indicatP t hP <'hPrnical shift rwak assignments
in conjunction with the labels in Figure 8.2.
I I
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To quantify the chemical changes occurring during heat treatment, the intensity of the CPMAS

13

C NMR magnetization peak of each carbon functional group

was measured as a function of length of heat treatment. To accurately quantify this
intensity, two important magnetic dipolar effects must be considered. The transfer
of polarization from the proton bath to the carbons occurs with the time constant
T cH. Concurrently, the proton bath relaxes with the time constant T lp· The intensity of the magnetization peak depends on the competition between these two effects
as shown in equation 1. [38]

.\! (T) = Ala

(

e-T~P - e-T~H)
1-

T.

(8.1)

.!.elL

Tt,

:\-l(T) is the intensity of the magnetization peak at cross polarization time

T

and :\Io is the intensity at T=O which is independent of relaxation effects. Spectra
with a range of

~l(T)

values were obtained, and the data was fitted to equation 1

by a least chi square fitting routine to obtain :\-[0 and the relaxation time constants.
Typical values ofT cH were less than 1 ms and the T lp values were 10 to 15 ms.
The :\-Io value for each carbon functional group was divided by the total to obtain
a percentage for each of the carbon functional groups. These values for the various
heat-treated samples are listed in Table 8.3.
The chemical changes which occur during heat treatment at .316cC are shown
in Table 8.3. The NMR signal of the 3 imide carbonyls on the endgroups decreases
while the signal from the

x imide carbonyls in the body of the polymer increases.

The

sum of the two imide carbonyl percentages stays relatively constant. Additionally,
the decrease in the aliphatic percentage is commensurate with the increase in the
C=C percentage.
ESR: Table 8.4 lists the ESR parameters before and after heat treatment.
The g-values and linewidths change little with heat treatment and are indicative
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Table 8.3: CPMAS 13 C NMR spin counts before and after heat treatment at 316"=C
as determined by fitting the dependence of the NMR signal intensity on the cross
polarization transfer time to equation (I). The values are expressed as a percentage
of the total lineshape. The percentages have an error of 3%.

a C=O
3 C=O
x C=O
d> ether -0total C=C
aliphatics

Oh
2
3
11
8
63
14

500h
2
2
13
8
66
9

1500h
2
1
13
8
68
8

of carbon-based 1r-radicals. The free radical concentration increases with increasing
heat treatment. Similar increases are reported for an analogous nadic-endcapped
polyimide subjected to 316cC temperatures by .-\.hn et. al. [36].

Table 8.4: ESR parameters before and after heat treatment. The g-values were
measured using DPPH as a reference and the spin counts were determined using a
BPDA complex with benzene dispersed in polystyrene as a reference.
g-values
(hours)
0
500
1500

8.2.2

2.0035
2.0034
2.0034

linewidths
(G)
5.8

(spins/g)
xlOl'
1.6

4.7

7.0

4.5

6.6

Discussion
FTIR: The presence of the carboxyl -OH band in the FTIR spectra shown in

Figure 8.3 indicates that the polymer is not fully imidized before heat treatment. Heat
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treatment at 316°C causes imidization, as seen by the increase in the imide carbonyl
band and the decrease in the carboxyl-OR band after heat treatment shown in Table
8.2.
The loss of saturated aliphatic signal seen in the FTIR spectra in Figure 8.3
suggests that the aliphatic carbons in the nadic endgroups are lost or converted to
unsaturated carbon groups.
Thermal Characterization: The large initial increase in T 9 suggests that the
polymer is only partially crosslinked before heat treatment and that crosslinking
continues over the first three hours of heat treatment at 316 °C . .-\.fter 25 hours.
further increses in T 9 slow down considerably due to a decrease in the molecular
mobility of the crosslinking chains, and thus the rate of the crosslinking reaction.
Elemental Analysis: By considering the oligomer unit of 2 shown in Figure 8.2.
the calculated elemental percentages are: 72.1% carbon: 3.5% hydrogen: 5. i% nitrogen; 18.6% oxygen. The experimental values listed in Table 8.2 are not in agreement
with these calculated values. For the pre-heat-treated sample, the experimental oxygen content is higher and the carbon content is lower than calculated. These results
are in agreement with the FTIR data which show that some of the imide rings in the
body of the polymer are not fully imidized before heat treatment. The presence of
carboxyl -OH groups accounts for these discrepancies for the pre-heat-treated polymer. The experimental results for the 250-hours heat-treated sample show that the
relative carbon percentage increases and the oxygen percentage decreases, suggesting
that the carboxyl -OH group has been removed during heat treatment, in agreement
with FTIR results. .-\.fter 500 hours of heat treatment, the relative percentages of
carbon and hydrogen decrease while the oxygen and nitrogen percentages increase.
This could be due to a loss of polymer fragments, e.g. cyclopentadiene groups.
CPMAS

13

C NMR: The changes in the spin counts after heat treatment at

316°C indicate that the crosslinking network formed from the nadic endgroups is
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becoming conjugated. The decrease in the aliphatic spin count and the commensurate
increase in the C=C percentage indicates that the aliphatic carbons in the endgroups
are becoming dehydrogenated to give a conjugated C=C structure. The conversion
of the ;3 imide carbonyls from the endgroups to the same chemical shift as the '(
imide carbonyls in the body of the polymer also supports the increased conjugation
of the crosslinking network. Predictions from Chemwindows software by Softcraft
show that the conjugation resulting from dehydrogenation of the crosslinking network
would cause this upfield shift of the B imide carbonyls.
There is little change in the a carbonyl percentage during heat treatment
which supports the use of this chemical group to normalize the FTIR data. The
percentage for the rb ether linkage also changes little during heat treatment. This
result contradicts previous studies which proposed that the ether linkage would be a
likely site for chain scission. [39], [40] However, it is possible that chain scission with
the elimination of the ether oxygen as proposed can occur on the surface but not in
the bulk of the polymer.
ESR: The relatively small concentration of free radicals in the pre-heat-treated
samples is attributed to the incomplete crosslinking. The g-values from the ESR spectra are indicative of 7i-radicals, and the relatively narrow linewidths suggest that the
radicals are delocalized. The increase in the stable free radical concentration shows
that the polymer is better able to host the unpaired electrons after heat treatment.
This improvement can be attributed to the increasing conjugation of the crosslinking
network which stabilizes the unpaired electrons by delocalization over a long conjugated chains.
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8.3

Heat Treatment at 371 oc
For this study, samples of the three polymers in Figure 8.2 were heat treated

at 371°C for up to 100 hours in air. PMR-15, 1 in Figure 8.2, is by far the best
known of the PMR polyimides and has already been applied as a matrix resin in
composites used in jet-engine and electronic components [2]. However, health and
safety concerns about the monomer constituent :VfDA [41] shown in Figure 8.5 have
led to the development of other

P~fR

polyimides, including 2 [40]. Both 1 and 2 have

the same formulated molecular weight of 1500g/mol. Including 1 in this study serves
the two-fold purpose of directly comparing the thermal stability of the two types of
PMR polyimides and studying the effect of this heat treatment on the nadic endcap
on independent samples. The noncrosslinking 3 is included in this study to isolate
the effect of the nadic endcaps during heat treatment.

0

II
r(\yC-OCH3

Q..J.)....C-OH
II

0
II

0
II

0

H3co-c'f'6r-~c-orn]

Ho--~
II

c-OH
II
0

0

0

NE

BTDE

»N--<Q)-01,-<0>-NH, '"'--©1-~NI>
MDA

ODA

Figure 8.5: The monomer reactants involved in the polymerization of 1, 2, and 3.
The synthesis of 2 and 3 is described in Chapter 2 in Figure 2.1. The synthesis of 1
follows the same synthetic process as 2 with an n=2.074, with MDA replacing ODA..
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8.3.1

Results
Thermal Characterization: Table 8.5 lists the physical weight loss during heat

treatment and the glass transition temperatures. Similar values for physical weight
loss are seen for 1 and 2, while 3 loses much less. The T 9 s of both 1 and 2 undergo
a large initial increase after 50 hours at 371 cc and then continue to rise more slowly
with increasing heat treatment time. The increase in T 9 for 3 is more moderate.

Table 8.5: Glass transition temperatures before and after heat treatment at 317°C.
The physical weight loss for 1, 2 and 3 expressed as the weight lost per surface area
during heat treatment at 371 °C.

(hours)
0
50
75
100

Tg(°C)
314
398
408
-!24

CPMAS

13

1
(mgfcm 2)
0
2.2
•)-

-·'

3.1

Tg(°C)
245
-!20
-!28
432

2
(mgfcm 2)
0
1.9
2.7
3.6

C ~MR: Figure 8.6 depicts the CP~IAS

polyimide before and after heat treatment at 371

Tg(°C)
226
302
309
326

13

3
(mgfcm 2 )
0

0.7
1.0
1.2

C )J~IR spectra of each

cc. :\II of the chemical shift assign-

ments are designated on Figure 8.6 in conjunction with the Greek labels in Figure
8.2. :\!though all three polymers are structurally similar, there are several differences
worth noting. Both crosslinking polymers 1 and 2 have an aliphatic signal around
40 ppm and an imide carbonyl signal at 176 ppm (designated as the 3 imide C=O)
which arise from the endgroups. These signals are not seen for 3. The aliphatic
region from 2 is due entirely to carbons in the crosslinking nadic-endcapping groups,
while the aliphatic region in 1 has contributions from the methylene linkage along the
polymer backbone (designated by () in Figure 8.2). Both 2 and 3 have peaks at 155
ppm which are indicative of the ether linkage (designated as ¢> ether) in the polymer
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backbone, which is not present in 1.

2

3
200

150

100

50

eSc ppm

Pre~eat-1Jeated

200

150

100

50 cS

cppm

Post-Heat-Treated

Figure 8.6: CP'MAS 13 C ~MR spectra before and after heat treatment at :37'1 °C. The
spectra were collected at 200 MHz for protons with a contact time of 1 ms and a
recycle time of 3 ms. The Greek letters indicate the chemical shift peak a.5signments
in conjunction with the labels in Figure 8.2.
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Table 8.6: Proton T tp values before and after heat treatment as determined by fitting
the dependence of the CPMAS l3C NMR signal intensity on the cross-polarization
transfer time. The T tp values have an error of 3%.

a:: C=O
3 C=O
X C=O
d> ether -0C=C
aliphatics

1
(ms)
Oh 100h
29*
9
10
10
24*
11
11
7

8
.')

2
(ms)
Oh lOOh
20
21
16
18
15
21
15
21
18
15
15 ~.A.

3
(ms)
Oh 100h
22
29

15
16
18

22
25
24

The integrals of spinning sidebands were added to those of the corresponding
isotropic peak. This data was fitted to equation (1) by a least chi square fitting program to obtain the relaxation parameters T lp and :\[ 0 • The T lp values are listed in
Table 8.6. The T tp values for the a:: and

x carbonyls in heat-treated 1 are denoted by

an asterisk (*) because the isolation of these functional groups from protons causes
cross polarization to occur very slowly so that the relaxation behavior of these magnetization intensities at long times does not reflect the T lp behavior. Additionally.
the T tp \·alue for the aliphatic carbons in heat-treated 2 is not reported because the
signal-to-noise ratio was inadequate to fit the rela.xation behavior. The :\[ 0 \·alues for
1, 2, and 3 are expressed as a percentage of the total intensity of the pre-heat-treated

samples and are listed in Table 8. 7.
FTIR: Table 8.8 shows peak integrals of the FTIR bands for the imide carbonyl

(j3 and

x labels in Figure 8.2) at

1772 cm-1, the carboxyl -OH group at 3480 em

-t,

and the amide -NH group at 3300 cm- 1 • The carboxyl -OH and the amide -NH are
not seen in the oligomers shown in Figure 8.2. These bands arise when some of the
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Table 8. 7: CPMAS 13 C NMR spin counts before and after heat treatment as determined by fitting the dependence of the CPMAS 13 C NMR signal intensity on the
cross-polarization transfer time. The spin counts for the heat-treated samples are
given as a percentage of the totals for the pre-heat-treated sample, and the percentage loss during heat treatment is given. The CPMAS 13 C NMR spin counts have an
error of 3%.
1

Oh

a C=O
3C=0
X C=O
d> ether -0C=C
aliphatics
total

2.4

4.8
9.8
64
19
100

100h .6.
1.7 29
1.6 67
6.2 37
57
7.9
74

11
58
26

Oh
1.8
3.0
10
7.8
63
14
100

2
100h
1.1
1.1
6.2
4.9

45
4.8
63

.6.
39
63
41
37
28
50
37

Oh
2.8

3
100h
2.3

18

16
8.0
73

8.7
7.7
69

46
4.2
5.5

100

87

13

~

imide rings in the backbone and at the endcaps of the polyimides are not closed. as
discussed earlier in this Chapter. The integrals were normalized to the integral of the

a carbonyl band at 1610 cm- 1 , which is not expected to change with heat treatment.
This assumption is consistent with NMR results discussed below.
ESR: The ESR parameters for all three polymers before and after heat treatment are given in Table 8.9. The g-values and linewidths of the free radicals are
indicative of carbon-based rr-radicals. The free radicals present before heat treatment
result from curing at 316°C. After heat treatment, there is a substantial increase in
the number of free radicals for all three polymers, but the increase is much larger for
1 and 2 which undergo crosslinking. Similar increases are reported by Ahn et al. in

their study of 1 (36].
1 and 2 have approximately twice as many radicals/gas 3. By considering the

oligomers shown in Figure 8.2, it can be calculated that after heat treatment, 1,2 and
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Table 8.8: Relative intensities of FTIR Absorption Bands for the carboxyl -OH at
3480 cm-1, the amide -~H at 3300 cm-t, and the imide carbonyl bands before and
after heat treatment. Each intensity is normalized to the a carbonyl peak at 1610
cm- 1 which is not expected to change

1
2
3

3480 cm- 1
(carbonyl -OH)
Oh
100h
1.9
0.72
2.6
0.25
1.1
0.51

3300 cm- 1
(amide -~H)
Oh
lOOh
0.48
1.1
0.74
1.1
1.2
0.91

1772 cm- 1
(x and 3 imide C=O)
100h
Oh
0.54
0.54
0.43
0.40
·)"·
0.-1
0.46

Table 8.9: ESR parameters before and after heat treatment. The g-values were
measured using DPPH as a reference and spin counts were determined using a BPDA
complex with benzene, dispersed in polystyrene.
g-values

linewidths

(G)
1
2
3

Oh
2.0033
2.0035
2.0032

100h
2.0029
2.0030
2.0031

Oh
6.2
6.2
5.5

lOOh
5.4
5.1
4.7

spins/g
(xlOlB)
Oh lOOh
14
0.15
0.43
15
7.2
1.4
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3 1 have 3.7, 3.5, and 1.2 free radicals per hundred oligomeric units respectively. These
numbers are in good agreement with those taken recently by SQUID measurements.
[37]
DNP: Figure 8. i shows CP~IAS

13

C ~MR spectra for heat-treated 2 collected

at 15.1 MHz with and without microwave irradiation. The bottom spectrum is a
standard CPMAS spectra. The difference spectrum at the top compares the bottom
CPMAS spectrum with that obtained after 1 s of microwave irradiation applied at
the difference of the electron and proton Larmor frequencies, followed by cross polarization from the protons to the carbons. The presence of the same chemical shift
peaks in similar ratios in the difference and the standard CPMAS spectra shows that
the

13

C spectrum is uniformly enhanced by the microwave irradiation, independent

of the chemical shift. Similar results are seen for heat-treated 1 and 3 for which the
spectra are not shown.
DNP enhancement curves for 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 8.8. The magnitude
of the enhancement,

f,

is measured by comparing the amplitudes of the proton solid

echo with (Ap£) and without (Ap) microwave irradiation.

f

= (.-\p£) _ l
.-\.p

1

(8.2)

In order to make a relevant comparison among the radicals/oligomer for the three polymers, the
calculation for 3 used two repeat units.
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e-rH-rC
{d-ifference)

H-r C

300

200

100

0

5c (ppm)
Figure 8.7: 15.1 ).[Hz CPMAS tJC :--.:NIR spectra of heat-treated 2 with and without
microwave irradiation. The bottom spectrum is attained using standard CPY[AS (H
--+- C) techniques. The top spectrum is the difference between the CPMAS at the
bottom and the DNP enhanced spectrum collected after microwave irradiation for 1 s
at the difference of the electron and proton Larmor frequencies (e --+- H). The proton
polarization was then transferred by CPMAS to the carbons before the spectrum was
collected. Both spectra used a spinning speed of 1.86 kHz and 10240 scans.
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Figure 8.8: Magnetic field dependence of the proton DNP enhancement obtained from
2 (open circles) and 3 (closed circles) at room temperature. The enhancement was
determined by comparing proton Hahn echoes measured with and without microwave
irradiation. The lines drawn through the points are a tenth order spline fit.
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In Figure 8.8, the proton enhancement is plotted versus the difference between the microwave frequency and the resonance frequency of the unpaired electrons, (w- we)/27r. The maximum enhancement of the proton solid echo amplitude gives €=0.9, 0. 7, and 0.4 for 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The enhancement curves
for 2 and 3 in Figure 8.8 have maximum positive and negative enhancements at
(w

+ we)/27i=60MHz and

(w- we)/27r=-60MHz. There are also contributions to the

curve near lw ± wel/27r=±25MHz. The enhancement curve for 1 is quite similar to
that for 2.

8.3.2

Discussion
Thermal Characterization: Before heat treatment, polymer 2 has a substan-

tially lower T 9 than 1. This is attributed to a lower degree of crosslinking in 2 than
1 when subjected to the same cure conditions. Thus 2 is only partially crosslinked

before heat treatment, while 1 is more fully crosslinked. After heat treatment, the
T 9 values for both 1 and 2 increase rapidly to greater than 410°C. The saturated
alicyclic crosslinking structures shown in Figure 8.1 cannot account for this increase.
CPMAS

13

C NMR: Table 8. 7 shows that there is a decrease in

13

C signal

intensity for all three polymers after heating. The signal loss after heat treatment is
attributed in part to strong dipolar coupling between the 1 H and

13

C nuclei and the

free radicals, which are in close proximity (less than 20A). Heat-treated 1 and 2 lose
more signal than 3 which agrees with the higher free radical spin counts for 1 and
2 shown by the ESR results. The DNP results, discussed below, indicate that the

CPMAS

13

C NMR signal for each of the functional groups is reduced by a similar

amount, independent of the chemical shift. Thus, by comparing the change in

13

C

NMR spin counts in Table 8. 7 for each functional group with the change in the total
spin count for the heat-treated polymer, it is clear that 1 and 2 undergo significant
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chemical changes during heat treatment. The spin counts for heat-treated 1 and 2
from the j3 imide carbonyls and the aliphatic carbons on the endgroups undergo a
substantial reduction while the the C=C NMR spin counts increase. This suggests
that the aliphatic carbons of the endgroup are converted to C=C carbons through
dehydrogenation.
In Figure 8.6, the aliphatic intensity remaining in 1 after heat treatment is
attributed to the methylene linkages in the backbone of the polymer. Both 1 and
2 have the same nadic endcap, and 2 loses almost all of its aliphatic intensity on
heat treatment, so the same effect is expected in 1. The result that the methylene
linkage survives the heat treatment contradicts previous publications ( [42], [-13] in
which conversion of this group to a carbonyl was proposed. If the group did undergo
this conversion, the resulting carbonyl would have a chemical shift like the a C=O.
but little change in this peak is seen. If any conversion occurs, it most likely occurs
only for the surface material. which is exposed to thermal oxidation.
Little change is seen for 3 during heat treatment. Of special interest is the small
change in the signal from the

(J)

ether linkage. Previous studies predicted cleavage of

the ether linkage on high temperature heat treatment ( [39], [40],) but no evidence
for this was seen. Similarly, the ether linkage in 2 changes little with heat treatment.
ESR: The ESR spectra from free radicals formed in the three polymers before
and after heat treatment are characteristic of carbon 1r-radicals. The relatively narrmv
linewidths indicate that the unpaired electrons are delocalized. The free radicals
produced in 3 during heat treatment are located in the backbone, because 3 does
not have crosslinking groups. Similar free radicals should be generated in 1 and
2.

After heat treatment, 1 and 2 have twice as many free radicals as 3. This

additional ESR intensity seen in 1 and 2 strongly supports that a second species of
free radical is present in the crosslinking samples. Our results are in agreement with a
previous study conducted by A.hn et al. which found an anomaly in the temperature
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dependence of the ESR intensity in heat-treated 1. They also attributed this behavior
to the presence of a second free radical species (36], (37]. This free radical is created
in the crosslinking network formed from the nadic endcaps.
FTIR: The studies of Ahn et al. (36] propose that the low bond energy of
the imide carbon-nitrogen bond makes this the most likely site for homolytic bond
cleavage, and thus the origin of the free radical in the polymer backbone. The FTIR
results discussed above and in Table 8.8 speak against this. No change is seen in
the integral of the imide FTIR bands. However, there is a strong signal seen for
the carboxyl -OH band around 3450 cm- 1 , as shown in Table 8.8. The presence of
unclosed imide rings in polyimides during their polymerization is well known. After
further heat treatment, this peak is depleted, but the concentration of the imide
carbonyl changes little. This suggests that abstraction of the -OH group from the
carboxylic acid group gives rise to a carbonyl free radical in the backbone of the
polymer. The free radical found in the crosslinking network of 1 and 2 is not expected
to have the same origin, because it is kinetically more favorable in the nadic endcap
to have the abstraction of a tertiary hydrogen. This abstraction leads to a conjugated
C=C structure which is a better free radical host site than that resulting from the
abstraction of the caboxyl -OH.
DNP: The similarity of the CPMAS

13

C ~:\fR spectra with and \Vithout 0:\"P

enhancements shown in Figure 8. 7 has several implications. Because the polarization
enhancement is a dipolar effect, the nuclei closest to the electrons should have the
largest enhancement. However, in enhancing the proton signal, rapid spin diffusion of
the proton bath results in nearly equal enhancement for all of the protons, resulting
in equal enhancement of all of the

13

C signals on cross polarization. The

13

C nuclei

do not undergo rapid spin diffusion, so the equivalent enhancement of the spectrum
after direct enhancement of the carbon nuclei indicates that all of the carbons are
comparably placed to an unpaired electron, resulting in the same loss of CP:\tL-\S 1.JC
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NMR signal intensity for all of the functional groups.
Since the enhancement maxima and minima seen in figure 8.8 occur at

iw ± wel7r=60MHz for all three polymers, the dominant mechanism for DNP enhancement is the solid effect [44]. This indicates that the unpaired electrons generated
during heat treatment are stationary and mostly well separated. The proton and

13

C

enhancement occurs predominantly by dipolar coupling to the unpaired electrons.
The shoulders on the enhancement curves at lw

± wel7r=25MHz arise from the ther-

mal mixing mechanism (44]. This enhancement occurs for stationary electrons which
are close enough to undergo weak exchange interactions. The ratio of thermal mixing
to solid effect enhancement is similar for 1 and 2, but is much less for 3. This is
consistent with the lower radical concentration in 3 which reduces the likelihood of
electron-electron interaction.
In the enhancement curves for 1 and 2, €=0 does not occur at

:..Je·

This asym-

metry indicates the presence of an Overhauser enhancement at We· This is not seen for
3, so the free radicals which give rise to the Overhauser enhancement are assumed to
be in the crosslinking network formed by the nadic endcaps. The positive Overhauser
enhancement results from modulation of the electron-proton isotropic hyperfine coupling at or near the microwave frequency of 40GHz. The protons that experience this
enhancement have a scalar hyperfine coupling to the unpaired electron, as well as a
reduced paramagnetic shift. Protons bonded to a carbon which has as little as 17c
of the unpaired spin density will be shifted outside the bandwidth of the experiment.
and will not be observed [45]. Rapid flipping of the electron spins will reduce the
protons' paramagnetic shift. This flipping occurs for electrons which undergo strong
electron-electron exchange interactions [46]. The Overhauser enhancement is small
compared to the other mechanisms of DNP enhancement, implying that only a small
fraction of the conjugated structures formed from the nadic endcaps hosts more than
one free radical.
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Table 8.10: Calculated 13 C CPMAS NMR spin counts before heat treatment for 1
and 2 for the aliphatic and C=C functional groups expressed as a percentage of the
total number of carbons. I, II, and III refer to the proposed crosslinking structures
shown in Figure 8.1.
2

1

(ppm)
C=C
aliphatics

I
70.3
14.3

II(p=4)
67.2
17.4

III
66.0
18.3

II(p=9)
66.7
17.8

8.4

Proposed Structures

8.4.1

Before Heat Treatment
Table 8.10 shows calculated CP\fAS

13

I
66.1
11.1

II(p=4)
62.6
14.7

II(p=9)
62.1
15.1

III
61.7
15.5

C 0r:\fR spin counts for the crosslinking

polymers taking into account the three proposed crosslinking structures shown in
Figure 8.1. The difference between the three proposed structures is most apparent in
the degree of unsaturation in the crosslinking structures as shown in Table 8.10. For
structure I, the olefinic bond in the endcap gives the highest C=C percentage and
the lowest aliphatic percentage. The degree of unsaturation for structure II depends
on the value of p from Figure 8.1. For a p greater than 1, the C=C percentage is
lower than in I and the aliphatic percentage is higher. Structure III does not have
the olefinic bond, so the C=C spin count percentage is the lowest and the aliphatic
percentage is the highest.
The best agreement between the experimental and the calculated values for
the spin counts shown in Tables 8. 7 and 8.10 respectively arises from the calculation
using structure II with a p around 9 or structure III as the mechanism for crosslinking. For 2, which is only partially crosslinked, the spin counts of the oligomer have to
be considered in addition to the various crosslinking mechanisms. Since the oligomer
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of 2 has a high C=C spin count due to the olefinic bond in the endcap, the experimental C=C spin count for 2 will be high. This suggests that the correct crosslinking
structure for 2 is also structure II with a high value of p or structure III. The results
of this study are inadequate to differentiate between structures II and III, however.

8.4.2

After Heat Treatment
The ESR results for both 1 and 2 heat treated at 316°C and 371°C indicate that

the stable free radicals in the crosslinking groups are 1r-radicals which are delocalized
over extended conjugated chains. The conjugation in the 371 oc heat-treated samples
is extensive enough to allow some free radicals to generate a DNP enhancement by
an Overhauser effect. Thus, the heat-treated structures for 1 and 2 must be able to
stabilize the multiple free radicals in the crosslinking network. The

13

C ='l'MR spin

counts for 1 and 2 for both heat treatments show a decrease in the aliphatic spin
counts and an increase in the C=C spin counts suggesting an increase in conjugation
of the crosslinking network. By considering the structures shown in Figure 8.1, it can be seen that when the crosslinking groups become conjugated, both II and III can form
highly aromatized structures, whereas I forms a conjugated olefinic structure. Because
the highly aromatized structures from II and III are better able to stabilize free
radicals than the olefinic structure derived from I, the presence of multiple free radical
centers in 1 and 2 after heat treatment supports the selection of II or III as the correct
crosslinking structures. Additionally, the aliphatic intensity shown in Table 8.3 which
remains in the 500- and 1500-hour heat-treated samples supports structures II and III
which have methyl groups attached to the aromatic rings in the crosslinked structures.
This is in agreement with the prediction made for the pre-heat-treated samples from
the

13

C NMR spin counts above. Since it is not possible to differentiate between

structures II and III based on the currently available information, it is proposed
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that both structures are equally possible for polymers 1 and 2 before further heat
treatment at 316°C or 371 °C.
The proposed aromatic structures formed from II and III after heat treatment
are shown in Figure 8.9. These structures result from breaking the aliphatic bridge in
the nadic endcap shown in the pre-heat-treated structures at the left of each Figure to
give the intermediate structures. Abstraction of hydrogen gives the highly conjugated
post-heat-treated structure shown.
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II Pre-Heat-Treated

ill Pre-Heat-Treated

lntermediate

lntermediate

II Post-Heat-Treated

ill Post-Heat- Treated

Figure 8.9: Ideal structures for the nadic-endcapping groups in 1 and 2 before heat
treatment (left) and after heat treatment (right). These structures result from breaking the aliphatic bridge in the nadic endcap shown in the pre-heat-treated structures
at the top and bottom of the Figure to give the intermediate structures. Abstraction
of hydrogen gives the highly conjugated post-heat-treated structure shown.
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Chapter 9
Overall Conclusions
The work reported in this thesis indicates that positron annihilation lifetime
spectroscopy can detect hole volumes in the unconjugated and non-highly crosslinked
samples of LaRCn.r RP46 polyimides.

In the polyimides which are more highly

crosslinked, positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy is not sensitive to the hole
volumes.
The increase in the number of free radical host sites in the heat-treated polyimides shown by

13

C CPMAS ?-i)..-[R and ESR indicates that Positron annihilation

lifetime spectroscopy measurements do not reflect free radical concentrations in the
LaRCn.r RP46 polyimides directly. This increase does support the proposal that
the low or nonexistent o-positronium intensities in the heat-treated polyimides is due
to the unavailability of electron partners with which the positrons can form bound
positronium states, as suggested in Chapter 7.
Crosslinked structures are proposed for LaRcn-r RP46 polyimides for the first
time after 316°C and 371 oc heat treatment. The formation of two different free radical species in crosslinked LaRCTM RP46 polyimides after heat treatment at 371 oc
has been proposed. The first species of free radical seen in both crosslinking non-
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crosslinking LaRC™ RP46 polyimides is in the backbone of the polymer, and is
formed through a reaction in the unclosed amide ring. The second species of free
radical is only present in the crosslinking polyimides. This free radical is stabilized
by delocalization in highly conjugated aromatic chains of a crosslinking network.
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Positron.c
f* This program is supposed to use PASCAL routines supplied by the company
to interface to the DSP CAMAC crate controller. Three crate components are used
(Ns). Nt=2 measures time between detection of two digital pulses from the CFD.
For low uCu sources, >50uCu, there will be 1500decays/s so 0. 7ms/decay. Therefore,
with a lifetime of lOOps to lOns , the chance of two e+ being in the material at a
time is small. Ne=4 is for energy discrimination through a 12-channel QDC (Charge
to digital converter). Ne measures the "energy" of the positrons. N e in the 4 slot
reports tlie energies to the crate when it gets a gate signal from a coincidence counter
which gets two signals from the CFDs, and sends a "yes:'- a gate-when the two CFDs
send "coincidenf' (w/in 10-lOOns) signals. i.e. a 1.28 and 0.511, two 0.5lls, or 0.511
and 1.28MeV. Since \Ve are using plastic scintillators, we see the Compton effect and
get a widely spread energy spectra, instead of strong photoelectric peaks at 1.28 and
0.511MeV. This program allows us, in evanti, to look at the energy spectrum and
select the 0.511 and the 1.28MeV energy lines. In avanti, we combine the energy info
from Ne and evanti with timing info from Nt to create four windows id=O- 3, which
are selected by the combined energies-i.e. 0.511 with 1.28, 0.511 with 0.511, 1.28 with
0.511, 1.28 with 1.28MeV. The timing information goes in as a histogram -the x-axis
is time broken down from 0 to 256, and each time a pair of energies are measured. the
time between them is measured and a pixel is put in the correct energy-pair window
at the x-value (0-256) which corresponds to the time. The last crate component is
the crate controller. There is a part of the program below which finds the peak height
and the FvVHM of the peak for determination of the resolution function (peakfind).
This program updated 6/15/96 to cycle through several avantis to autocollect lifetime
spectra.*/
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#include graphics.h

/*these are all standard c libraries which contain predefined*/

#include (conio.h)

/*functions and ''include" establishes a path to the libraries.*/

#include (float.h)
#include (stdio.h)
#include ( math.h)
#include (stdlib.h)
#include (string.h)

/*These letters following in LineD are the commands to run the different ··subroutines''
following in correspondence with the ··cases'' which follow, i.e., case 1 is av, case 9 is
ch, so when ch is typed in this says to do whatever is at case 9.

*f

char LineD = "avstclexcswbrbevchpfwaraewca ··:
char lline[9];
char *llp,*Lp:
int i,j,k,ich,istart,ncc,dtl,dtu,id:

/*The stars above indicate :• pointers'' which can take the value of some other variable.
in this case a character. This line below defines the initial values for the energy
parameters. There are 32 lines from 0-31, and the user can redefine the windows in
whatever way is best in ''energy windows" ·*I
int e1al=O,e1au= 15,e2al=O,e2au= 15,e 1gl= 16,e1gu=31 ,e2gl= 16,e2gu=31:
float ts,vs,pack,evs1,evs2;

/*Below is the most important number in the program. dh is the height of the timing
histogram at id (0-3, the window dictated by the energies) and i (0-511, 512 divisions
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of the timing axis), so dh traces out the curve which will be deconvolved to find the
lifetimes and intensities. I want to be able to see four windows at once. The 286
Eltech this program was written on has 640x480 pixels, so I can't have four windows
with 512 divisions along the x-axis using i pixel spot /division, so I will let the x-axis
be i/2, ie times corresponding to 0,1 and 2,3, ... and 510,511 will fall in one column
of the histogram made in avanti, but the true value will be in dh.*/
float dh(4][1024];
unsigned long int iv;
unsigned int C,I,:"J"t=2,F,.-\,Q,X,:"J"e=4.F2,Al=O,A2=1:
long int D, DEI, DE2. Dade, DC:\[1, DC:\[2:
int driver, mode :

void border(void); void writedatabi(void): void readdatabi(void):
void avanti(void) : void clearhists(void);void changescales(void):
void evanti(void):void peakfind(void):void writedataascii(void);
void readdataascii( void) ;void Ewindows( void) ;void cycleavanti( void):
extern void pascal Camcl(unsigned int*);
extern void pascal Crate( unsigned int* ):

f*Camo means output from the computer to the camac crate, such as a command to
tell the crate what to do. Cami is input from the crate, such as data.*/
extern void pascal Camo24( unsigned int*, unsigned int*, unsigned int*,long int*,
unsigned int*, unsigned int* ):
extern void pascal Cami24( unsigned int*, unsigned int*, unsigned int*, long int*,
unsigned int*, unsigned int* ):
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extern int chkey();

/ * external means anything that comes from or goes

to outside the computer chkey

is a predefined function for keystroke, i.e is the keyboard being used-are keys hit*/
/*void is like ··subroutine". Anything that is part of this void will be enclosed in
squirrely brackets

{}.*/

void main()

{
driver= DETECT:
mode= 0:
pack= 1.:ts= l.:istart=O:
puts(",.):
puts(" For a conversion gain of 8000, enter 256");
puts("For a conversion gain of 4000, enter .)12"):
puts(" For a conversion gain of 2000, enter 768" ):
puts(" For a conversion gain of 1000, enter 1024'":
for (;;) {
printf("Input ADC D:" );
scanf("%d", &Dade);
if(Dadc==256IDadc==512IDadc==768IDadc==1024) break:
puts("");
puts(" Input 256, 512, 768 or 1024!" ):

}
if(Dadc>=O){Dadc=1024;}
initgraph(&driver, &mode, ., d:\ \ TC\ \BGI\ \" );
border();
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setviewport(100, 1, 611, 400, 0);
gotoxy(1,22);puts(" ex= exit" );puts("st= stop" );puts(" ev= energy");
puts(" av= start") ;puts(" pf

peakfind!');

puts("cs= change scales: cl= clear display; ch= clear histograms");
puts("wb= write file(binary): rb= read data(binary); ew= energy windows"):
puts(" wa= write file( ascii); ra= read data( ascii): ca=cycleavanti"):
C=1: 1=64; Nt=2: :"Je=4: A=O: Q=O: X=O: D=O:
Crate(&C);
Camel(&!);
F=16:
Camo24(&~t,&F,&A,&Dadc,&Q,&X):

F=26:
Camo24(&Nt.&F,&.-\.&D,&Q,&X):
Camo24(&Ne,&F,&A,&D,&Q,&X):

I*

F=16 initializes (enables and zeroes) the .-\DC. Camo sends to the camac. The

QDC must be cleared separately with an F=26. Zero the initial data using 0=0 for
both ADC and QADC.

*I

control:llp=lline;Lp=Line:
gotoxy(1,1);
printf(" cmnd=!' );gotoxy( 1,2);scanf('' %s" ,lline);
ncc=O;
while( *Lp){ncc+=1:
if(!( *llP-*(Lp) )&
&!( *(llp+ 1)-*(Lp+ 1)))
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{break;} Lp+=2;}

/*Switch means look among the cases case nee for the number nee. nee comes from the
counter which is attached to the conditional statement below it which tries to match
what the user types in -lline and the line of commands in the program declarations
Line. The statement above says while *LP is not zero, i.e. as long as there are
command letters in Line, look at the user typed in letters (av-ca) lip and compare
the first one- say c- to the first one in Lp. Then compare the second ones in each.
The ! means not true, so the statement says is the first letter of each and the second
letter of each are not both the same i.e. llp-Lp=O, then iterate Lp by 2 (jump up two
in Line), iterate nee by 1, and check again. For av, nee will equal 1-Line is av first.
so on the first comparison, you get a match-switch then for case 1. (and so on)*/
switch( nee) {
case 1: avanti():break;
case 2: goto control;
case 3: clearviewport();break;
case 4: restorecrtmode();exit(O);
case 5: changescales();break:
case 6: writedatabi();break;
case 7: readdatabi();break;
case 8: evanti():break:
case 9: clearhists();break:
case 10: peakfind();break;
case 11: writedataascii();break;
case 12: readdataascii();break;
case 13: Ewindows();break;
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case 14: cycleavanti();break;
default: goto control;

}
goto control:

}

void border()

{
line(98, 0, 612, 0);
line(98, 0,98, 400):
line(98, 401, 612, 401):
line(612, 0, 612, 400):
outtextxy(100, 403, ·· 0'" ):
outtextxy(590, 403, ··511"):

}

void avanti()

{
int ir,iv1,iv2;
ich=O;
outtextxy(1, 3, "id=O");
outtextxy(256, 3, "id=1");
outtextxy(1, 203, "id=2"):
outtextxy(256, 203, "id=3"):
line(255, 0, 255, 400);
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line(O, 200, 512, 200);

while(ich==O)
{ich=chkey();

I*

Now poll, checking for a LA~I, and reading the ADC when one occurs.

*I

-2·
x· -O·
Nt , F-8· '=0· D-O·
- , Q-0·
-,.£-,
-'!.~.

while(Q == 0)

{
Cami24( &~t,&F ,&A,&D,&Q,&X);
k=k+l:

}
k=O:
Q=O: X=O: F=2: F2=0:
Cami24(&~t,&F.&A,&D,&Q,&X):

Cami24(&Ne,&F2,&.-\l,&DEl,&Q,&X):
Cami24(&Ne,&F2,&A2,&DE2,&Q,&X):

F2=9:
Camo24(&~e,&F2,&Al,&DC~£1,&Q,&X):

Camo24( &N e,&F2,&A2.& D"C~[2,&Q,&X):
i=D:
ir=(i-istart)*ts;
ivl=DEl*evsl;iv2=(DE2-4096)*evs2:
if(ir>=O&&ir<l024) {
if(ts<O)printf("\n i=%d" ,i):
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f*

Select Quadrant*/ id=-1:
if(iv1>=e1al&&iv1<=e1au&&iv2>=e2al&&iv2<=e2au)id=0;
if(iv1>=e1al&&iv1<=e1au&&iv2>=e2gl&&iv2<=e2gu)id=l:
if(ivl>=elgl&&ivl<=e1gu&&iv2>=e2al&&iv2<=e2au)id=2;
if(iv1>=elgl&&ivl<=elgu&&iv2>=e2gl&&iv2<=e2gu)id=3;
if(id>=O){ dh[id][ir]+=1;
iv=dh[idJ [ir]*vs:
putpixel(ir/8+256*(id%2),200*(id/2+ 1 )-iv%200,YELLO\V):}

}}

}

void evanti()

{
int ir,ivl,iv2,ell,e1u.e2l,e2u:
int colorsO ={62A,3 }:
line(254, 0, 254, -!00);
ich=O:
while( ich==O)
{ich=chkey();
F=8; A=O; D=O: Q=O; X=O:
while( Q == 0)

{
Cami24(&~t,&F,&A,&D,&Q,&X);

k=k+l:

}
k=O;
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Q=O; X=O; F=2; F2=0;
Cami24( &N t,&F ,&A,&D,&Q,&X);
Cami24(&Ne,&F2,&Al,&DEl,&Q,&X);
Cami24(&Ne,&F2,&A2,&DE2,&Q,&X);
F2=9;
Camo24(&Ne,&F2,&Al,&DU~Il,&Q,&X);

Camo24(&Ne,&F2,&A2,&DC~f2,&Q,&X);

I*

ivl,2 must be <=31

*I

ivl=DEl*evsl;iv2=(DE2--l096)*evs2;
if(ivl>=O&&ivl <32&&iv2>=0&&iv2<=31) {
if(ts<O)printf(" \n i=%d" ,i):
if(ivl>=O&&ivl <256&&iv2>=0
&&iv2<256) {dh[O][ivl]+= l:dh[l ](iv2]+=1:
id=O:
if(ivl>=elal&&ivl <=elau)id=l:
if(ivl>=elgl&&ivl <=elgu)id=2:
put pixel( ivl *8,400-dh[O] [iv 1] *VS,colors[id] );

id=O:
if(iv2>=e2al&&iv2<=e2au)id=l:
if( i v2>=e2gl&&i v2<=e2gu) id=2;
putpixel( iv2*8+256,400-dh[l] [iv2} *vs,colors[id]):

}}}
}

void Ewindows()
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{
gotoxy(l, 16);puts(" elal,e1au,e1gl,e 1gu=" );
scanf("%d %d %d %d",&elal,&e1au,&e1gl,&elgu);
gotoxy( 1, 18);puts(" e2al,e2au,e2gl,e2gu=" );
scanf("%d %d %d %d" ,&e2al,&e2au,&e2gl,&e2gu);
}

void peakfind()

{
int il,ip,di=1,ilmn,ilmx:
float ipv=O,xm,xw,xt,sig,res:
gotoxy( 1,5) ;printf(" id=") ;scanf(" %d'" ,&id);
for( il=O:il<1024;il++) {if( dh(id][il]>ipv) {ipv=dh(id](il];ip=il:}:};
ilmn=ip-5:ilmx=ip+5;xm=O:xw=O:
if(ilmn<O} {ilmn=O;} if(ilmx>204 7) {ilmx=2047:}
for(il=ilmn;il<=ilmx;il++) {xt=dh(id](il]; xm+=xt*il:xw+=xt:}
xm=xm/ xw;xw=O;xt=dh(id] (ip];
sig=(ip-xm)*(ip-xm)*xt;xw=dh(id](ip];
while( dh(id] (ip+di]/xt>=.Ol)
{sig+=dh(id] (ip+di]*(ip+di-xm) *(ip+di-xm):
xw+=dh[id](ip+di];
sig+=dh(id] [ip-di] *( ip-di-xm) *( ip-di-xm);
xw+=dh[id][ip-di];
di+=1;}
sig=sqrt(sigfxw) ;res=2*sqrt(2.*log(2.) )*sig;
gotoxy(1,6);printf(" xm=%f sig=%f res=%r' ,xm,sig,res);
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}

void clearhists()

{
int ir,il;
for(il=O;il<4:il++ ){ for(ir=O:ir<l024:ir++) {dh[il][irJ=O;}}

}

void changescales()

{
puts("is pk ts vs evsl evs2="):
scanf("%d %f %f %f %f %f' ,&istart,&pack,&ts,&vs,&evsl,&evs2):
printf("istart,ts,vs,evsl,evs2=o/cd %f %f %f %1\n'' ,istart,ts,vs,evsl,evs2):

}

void writedatabi()
{

FILE *fp: char fname[l5];
gotoxy(1,9);
puts(" bofname=");
scan£(" %s" ,fname);
if(!(fp = fopen(fname,"wb")))
{printf(" cannot open file\n'' ); exit(l ); }
fwrite(dh,sizeof(int), 1024, fp);
if(fclose(fp)) printf("file close error\n'');
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}

void writedataa.scii()

{

'

FILE *OP; char fname(15];int quad=O;
gotoxy(1,8); printf(" id=" ); scanf(" %d" ,&quad);
puts(" aofname=" ); scanf("%s" ,fname):
if(!(op = fopen(fname,"w'')))
{printf("cannot open file\n''); exit(1);}
for(i=O:i<1024:++i) {fprintf(op, .. o/cd %f' ,i,dh(quad][i]);
fprintf(op,''\n"):} fclose(op):

}

void readdatabi()

{
FILE *ip; char fname[15]; int ih,id,ir:
outtextxy(1, 3, ''id=O");
outtextxy(257, 3, "id=1'' ):
out t,ext xy (1 , ')03
- , ,. 1"d =-')") :
outtextxy(257, 203, "id=3");
Iine(256, 0, 256, 400):
Iine(O, 200, 512, 200);
gotoxy(1,12); puts("bifname=");
scanf(" %s" ,fname);
if(!(ip = fopen(fname,''rb")))
{printf(" cannot open file\n" ); exit(l ); }
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fread(dh, sizeof(int), 1024, ip);
for(id=O;id<=3;id++) {for(ir=O;ir<1024;ir++) { iv=dh[id][irJ*vs;
putpixel(ir/8+256*(id%2),200*(id/2+ 1)-iv%200,YELLOW);}}

}

void readdataa.scii()

{
FILE *ip: char fname[15];float a,b:
outtextxy(1, 3, ., id=O" ):
outtextxy(257, 3, "id=1 .. ):
outtextxy (1 , ')03
- , ,, t"d =-·)'' )·.
outtextxy(257, 203, "id=3");
line(256, 0, 256, 400):
line(O, 200, 512, 200);
gotoxy(1,12); puts(" aifname='· ):

scanf("%s~· ,fname);

printf("id= .. ); scanf("o/cd'' ,&id);
if(!(ip =

fopen(fname,"r~')))

{print£(" cannot open file\n" ): exit( 1): }
for(i=O;i<=1024;i++ ){fscanf(ip,"%f%f' ,&a,& b):
dh[id][a]=b;
iv=dh[id](a} *YS;
put pixel( a/8+256*(id%2),200*(id/2+ 1)-iv%200, '{ELLO\V);}
fclose(ip);

}

void cycleavanti{)
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{
int ir,il,iv1 ,iv2,ic,quad;
float itot;
char fname[15];
/*cycle through the following code 3 times, i.e. collect and save 3 spectra*/
for( ic=O;ic<2;ic++) {
ich=O:itot=O;quad=O;
for(il=O;il<4~il++) { for(ir=O:ir<1024:ir++ ){ dh(il][ir]=O:}}

/ * avanti-collect spectra until a keystroke OR 1 million counts in the spectrum * /

out textxy ( 1, 3, ·· id=O'' ):
r6 , 3, ···d
outtextxy ( :.:J
1 = 1'') :

outtextxy (1 , ?03
_ , ., 1'd =-•)'').,
outtextxy (-?56 , ')03
_ , .. 1'd =·3" )·.
line(255, 0, 255, 400):
line(O, 200, 512, 200):
while( ich==O&&itot<= 1000000)
{ich=chkey();

/ * ~ow

poll, checking for a LAM, and reading the .\DC when one occurs. * /
~t=2:

F=8; A=O; 0=0: Q=O: X=O:

while(Q == 0)

{
Cami24(&Nt,&F,&A,&D,&Q,&X);
k=k+1;

}
k=O;
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Q=O; X=O; F=2; F2=0;
Cami24{ &N t,&F ,&A,&D,&Q,&X);
Cami24{&Ne,&F2,&Al,&DEl,&Q,&X);
Cami24(&Ne,&F2,&A2,&DE2,&Q,&X);
F2=9;
Camo24(&Ne,&F2,&Al,&DUMl,&Q,&X);
Camo24(&Ne,&F2,&A2,&DU;\£2,&Q,&X);
i=D;
ir=(i-istart)*ts:
ivl=DEl*evs1:iv2=(DE2-4096)*evs2:
if( ir>=O&&ir<1 024) {
if(ts<O)printf("\n i=%d" ,i):
/ * Select Quadrant* /id=-1:
if(iv1>=elal&&iv1<=e1au&&iv2>=e2al&&iv2<=e2au)id=O:
if(iv1>=e1al&&ivl<=e1au&&iv2>=e2gl&&iv2<=e2gu)id=1;
if(iv1>=e1gl&&ivl<=e1gu&&iv2>=e2al&&iv2<=e2au)
{itot+= 1: id=2:}
if( iv 1>=e 1gl&&iv 1<=e lgu&&iv2>=e2gl&&iv2<=e2gu) id=3;
if(id>=O) {dh(id](ir]+= 1:
iv=dh(id] (ir] *vs;
putpixel(ir/8+256*(id%2),200*(id/2+ 1 )-iv%200, 'r'ELLO\V);}

}}

/*'When there are a million counts total, the program ought to jump to here
and save the file under the name run#.idwindow i.e. runl.3 the second run
saving the 4th window. This is currently saving in ascii format.*/
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for( quad=O;quad <4; ++quad) {

FILE *Op;
/*to name the file, there needs to be ID of the

# of the run, i.e. out

of three spectra collections-0, 1,2-which Gne is it ... and the window which is saved
id=quad=O, 1,2,3.*/
sprintf(fname,"%s%d.%d" ,"run" ,ic,quad);
if(!(op = fopen(fname,"w" )))
{printfC cannot open file\n"); exit( 1);}
for(i=O:i<1024:++i){fprintf(op, "%d %f' ,i,dh(quad][i]);
fprintf(op,''\n''):} fclose(op):

}

I *after saving all

four windows, clear the screen and start again* I

printf(" done run

# %d\n" ,ic);

for(il=O:il<4:il++) {for(ir=O:ir<l024:ir++ ){ dh(il][ir]=O:}} :
clearviewport():

}

}
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